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This article provides a comprehensive description and analysis of the verbal tone 
system of Tura, a previously undocumented dialect of Luyia (Bantu, Kenya, 
J.30). Tura has many tonal Patterns marking tense-aspect-mood-polarity distinc
tions that are characterized by a grammatical ("melodic") H tone on different 
positions of the verb stem. The realization of melodic Hs depends on the pros
ody of the verb stem (number of syllables, syllable weight, C-initial vs. V
initial) and complex interactions with H-toned prefixes. Some melodic Hs sur
face whether or not there is a H-toned prefix; others do not surface after a H
toned prefix; and one surfaces only in combination with a H-toned prefix. Some 
melodic Hs block the H of the reflexive from surfacing; others are blocked from 
surfacing by the reflexive H; and another surfaces along with the reflexive H. 
The article describes and analyzes these and other cross-melody differences in 
the Tura tonal system as well as variation between two speakers of the dialect. 

* The data provided in this paper come from approximately 19 hours of recorded interviews 
with two native speakers ofTura in Busia, Kenya in 2006: 10 hours with Jonathon Wabala in 
May-June, plus 9 hours with Kenneth Okumu in August. This paper could not have been 
written without their assistance. Alfred Anangwe aided in arranging interviews and, along 
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are available online at http://ling.osu.edu/saIIV0137/MarI0/Tura.zip (400 Mb) in the form of 
an "audio paradigm archive" of 3 hours 8 minutes of sound files corresponding to the para
digms in this article. Thanks to Cathryn Panganiban and Michelle Perrault for their help in 
Spring 2008 in creating the archive. Research support leading to this paper was provided by a 
National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship and National Science Founda
tion Doctoral Research Improvement Grant 0545246. The usual disclaimers apply. 
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1. Introduction. 

The Tura dialect of Luyia (Bantu, Kenya, 1.30) is previously undocumented, 
mentioned for the first time in the literature on Luyia linguistics in Marlo (2007). 
The Batura people are found across three political districts in Kenya's Western 
Province: Busia, Mumias-Butere, and Bungoma, roughly in the area indicated in 
the map in (I). The size of the Batura ethnic group is presently unknown, al
though it is certainly smaller than the nearby Khayo community, reported to have 
60,000 speakers in a 1980 SIL survey cited on the Ethnologue online. I The main 
goal of this paper is to provide a comprehensive description and analysis of the 
Tura verbal tone system, based on data collected from two Tura speakers in 
Busia, Kenya in 2006. 

(1) Map of the Luyia dialect area (adaptedfram Leung 1991) 

.~ 

1 More recent figures are not available, and it is difficult to estimate how the number of speak
ers has changed since those figures were reported. The population within the Western Prov
ince of Kenya has grown considerably over the past 30 years, nearly doubling from 1,832,663 
to 3,358,776 between the 1979 and 1999 censes, but it is not known whether the Tura
speaking community has also grown, or even what it was 30 years ago! Concerning the long
term outlook for the dialect, we note that the children of Kenneth Okumu, a consultant to this 
project residing in Butura, are learning Tura as their first language, but the percentage of 
children who are growing up in Tura-speaking areas, learning the dialect, and continuing to 
use it into adulthood is likely decreasing, possibly significantly. The Batura appear to have 
existed for some time as a marginalized minority group within Luyia, having never had their 
own administrative division and even losing land during colonial times to the dominant 
Wanga ethnic group when Chief Mumia Nabongo was buried in Butura, according to my 
consultants. 
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Considering the relative similarity of their non-tonal phonological systems, 
the Luyia dialects have remarkably different tonal systems. These are among the 
most typologically diverse tonal systems in all of Bantu, including tonally con
servative dialects such as Logoori, which have a H vs. 0 lexical constrast in verb 
roots, tonally reversed dialects such as Marachi, where historically H-toned roots 
were reanalyzed as L, and tonally predictable dialects such as Tura, which have 
eliminated the lexical tonal contrast in verb roots (Marlo 2008). There are further 
tonal differences within these types of tonal systems. In fact, each Luyia dialect 
whose tonal system has been studied to date has been found to be different, and 
non-trivial tonal differences have also been found among speakers of the same 
dialect, as we see in this article. 

The present study adds to the relatively small database of languages whose 
melodic tone systems are extensively described and constitutes the first in a series 
of studies of Luyia tonal systems by this author. Studies of this type provide the 
empirical foundation for the future testing of theories of morphologically specific 
phonology, tonal rules and representations, and language variation and change. 

2. Overview of Tura Tone. 

Verbal tone in Tura is most similar to the Khayo, Nyala-West, Saamia, and Songa 
dialects to its southwest (Marlo 2007, 2008, to appear). These dialects have pre
dictable tone systems, which lack lexical tonal contrasts in verb roots (Odden 
1989). Stem tone patterns generally reflect the presence of grammatical H tones 
called "melodic Hs", which mark tense-aspect-mood-polarity distinctions and 
surface on different positions of the stem depending on the 'tense', used here as a 
cover term for all TAMP distinctions. Complex tonal alternations are triggered in 
Tura by H -toned prefixes, including object prefixes, the reflexive prefix, and 
some tense prefixes. This paper systematically discusses each of the known me
lodic tonal patterns in Tura as well as other tonal alternations and discusses varia
tion between two speakers of the dialect. 

Like many other Bantu languages (Hyman 2001, Stevick 1969), Tura has a 
privative tonal system with an underlying H vs. 0 opposition. There is a surface 
contrast between level H and level L on short and long vowels, where L is the de
fault tone, i.e., the automatic phonetic implementation of phonological 0. There 
is no clear evidence for phonologically specified L tone in Tura, although as dis
cussed in section 3.1, L could possibly be involved in the account of downstep in 
the dialect. Falling and rising tones are found on long vowels as combinations of 
Hand 0, though one speaker, Wabala, systematically eliminates potential 0H 
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rising tones (see section 8.2). Phrase-final H tones are realized with some varia
tion as phonetically falling, a predictable effect of phonetic implementation that is 
not reflected in the transcriptions below. 

Like other western and central Luyia dialects, all tenses of Tura are in
flected with a melodic H, and as is typical within Luyia, Tura has an unusually 
high number of tonal melodies. Abstracting away from differences due to to the 
prosodic shape of the verb stem, there are nine known surface patterns, whose dif
ferences derive from a small set of parameters. These melodic patterns are sum
marized in (2) for verb stems of three or more syllables with a long stem-initial 
syllable, along with melody-internal forms with the 3sg object prefix (OP) Imu-I 
and the reflexive prefix (OPRefl ) leH -I. 

(2) Tonal marking oftense-aspect-mood-polarity distinctions in Tura 2 

Pattern I a: Indefinite Future 
~a-li[teex-er-an-a] 'they will cook for e.o.' 
a-li-mu[liingeer-a] 'he will watch him' +OP 
a-Iy-ee[kaangulul-a] 'he will untie himself' +OPRcfl 

Pattern I b: Near Future 
a-Ia[ fuundulux -a] 
a-Ia-mu[liingeer-a] 
a-I-ee[kaangulul-a] 

'he will unknot' 
'he will watch him' 
'he will untie himself' 

Pattern 2a: Indefinite Future Negative 
Si-~a-li[liingeer-a] ta 'they will not watch' 

+OP 
+OPRefl 

Si-~a-li-mu[liingeer-a] ta 'they will not watch him' +OP 
Si-y-ee[~ooI61-aang-a]3 'he is not untying himself' +OPRefl 

Pattern 2b: Immediate Past Negative 
Si-~-a-xa[teex-iin-ir-a] tii 'they did not just cook for e.o.' 
Si-y-a-xa-mu[liingeer-a] ta 'he did not just watch him' +OP 
Si-y-a-x-ee[liingeer-a] ta 'he did not just watch himself' +OPRefl 

2 These examples have the 3sg and 3pl subject prefixes a- and /3a-, which are both toneless and 
do not trigger tonal alternations. 

3 This example is from the Present, another tense with Pattern 2a tonal properties. Reflexive 
forms in the Indefinite Future Negative have not been elicited. 
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Pattern 3a: Hodiernal Perfective 
a[fuunduluul-e] 'he unknotted' 
a-pa[llingeer-ere] 'he watched them' 
y-ee[kaanguluul-e] 'he untied himself 

Pattern 3b: Imperativesg 

[liingeer -a] 
mU[liingeer-e] 
w-e[kaangulul-e] 

Pattern 4a: Remote Past 
p-aa[teex-an-ir-a] 
y-a-mu[riingeer-a] 
y-ee[teex-er-a] 

Pattern 4b: Subjunctive 
xu[teex-an-ir-e] 
xu -mu[kaangulul-e] 
xw-ee[kaangulul-e] 

'watch!' 
'watch him!' 
'untie yourself! ' 

'they cooked for e.o.' 
'he watched him' 
'he cooked for himself 

'let's cook for e.o.' 
'let's untie him' 
'let's untie ourselves' 

Pattern 4c: imperativesg Negative 
o-la[liingeer -a] ta 'don't watch! ' 
o-la-mu[kaangulul-a] ta 'don't untie him!' 
o-I-ee[riingeer-a] ta 'don't watch yourself!' 
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+OP 
+OPRefl 

+OP 
+OPRcfl 

+OP 
+OPRefl 

+OP 
+OP Retl 

+OP 
+OPRcfl 

The melodies are given numeric and alphabetic labels, e.g., Pattern la. 
Each numeric value reflects a major difference in the surface position or in some 
other tonal property of the melodic H. Patterns 1-3 are defined primarily by the 
position of the melodic H: on the moras after the stem-initial syllable (Pattern I), 
on the moras of the second stem syllable (Pattern 2), on the stem-final mora (Pat
tern 3). The Pattern 4 melodic Hs are found on the moras of the first (Pattern 4a) 
or second syllable of the stem (Patterns 4b-c); what unifies these melodies into a 
single Pattern is the interactions of their melodic Hs with H-toned prefixes: the 
Pattern 4 melodic Hs do not surface in combination with the H of the reflexive, 
which surfaces on the moras of the stem-initial syllable. 

Alphabetic distinctions reflect relatively minor tonal differences. The "a" 
and "b" subtypes reflect differences in the underlying tone of the tense prefix in 
Patterns 1-2: "a" melodies have a toneless tense prefix, while "b" melodies have 
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a H-toned tense prefix. The differences in alphabetic labels in Patterns 3-4 reflect 
more or less "quirky" tonal differences. Pattern 3a differs from Pattern 3b in that 
the H of an object prefix spreads to the stem-initial mora in Pattern 3a, while it 
shifts to the stem-initial syllable in Pattern 3b. The Pattern 4 subtypes differ in 
whether the melodic H surfaces on moras of the first (Pattern 4a) or second (Pat
terns 4b-c) stem syllable and the nature of the interaction of the melodic H with 
H-toned prefixes: the Pattern 4a-b melodic Hs do not surface after a H-toned pre
fix, the Pattern 4c melodic H surfaces only after a H-toned prefix. 

This taxonomy partially reflects the robustness of the melody within the 
Tura TAMP system. A list of tenses in which each of these melodies is found is 
provided in (3).4 Pattern 1 occurs in the largest number of tenses and includes the 
tenses that have the 'lexical' tonal pattern lacking a melodic H in conservative 
Luyia dialects like Tachoni (Odden 2009). Pattern 2 is also common, while the 
Pattern 3 and Pattern 4a melodies occur in only one or two tenses each. This ro
bustness measure is not perfect, however, as the Pattern 4b and Pattern 4c melo
dies occur in at least three tenses each. 

(3) Summary of tenses in each melody 
Pattern la 
Hesternal Perfective 
Indefinite Future 
Present 

Pattern lb 
Immediate Past 
Near Future 
Near Future Negative 
Remote Future 
Remote Future Neg. 

y -aa[kaangullllll-e] 
pa-li[teex-er-im-a] 
a[ teex -aang -a] 

y-a-xa[liingeer-a] 
a -la[ fuundulux -a] 
s-aa-Ia[liingeer-a] ta 
y-a-xa[liingeer-e] 
sl-y-a-xa[liingeer-e] ta 

'he untied' 
'they will cook for e.o.' 
'he is cooking' 

'he just watched' 
'he will unknot' 
'he will not watch' 
'he will watch' 
'he will not watch' 

4 This list includes the known contexts in which each melody occurs for which complete data 
have been collected and are reported in this article in the main text or appendix. There are 
undoubtedly other verbal contexts in the language that take these and possibly other melodic 
patterns. One unstudied context that likely complicates but possibly helps better understand 
the "natural class" of features or properties underlying each Pattern is relative clauses. In 
Khayo, relativization plays a role similar to negation in detennining the melody for different 
tenses (Marlo 2009). Based on parallel data in Khayo and Marachi (Marlo 2007, 2009), there 
is also likely to be a currently unattested Pattern 5 melody in Tura found in certain condi
tional clauses, where the entire verb, including prefixes, surfaces toneless. 



Pattern 2a 
Hest. Perf. Neg. [W]5 
Indefinite Future Neg. 
Present Negative 

Pattern 2b 
Immediate Past Neg. 

Pattern 3a 
Hodiernal Perfective 

Pattern 3b 
Imperativesg 

Pattern 4a 
Remote Past 
Remote Past Negative 

Pattern 4b 
Crastinal Future 
Imperativepl 
Subjunctive 

Pattern 4c 
Hest. Perf. Neg. [0] 
Hod. Perf. Neg. 
Imperativesg Neg. 

Tura Verbal Tonology 

si-y-aa[liingeer-ere] til 
si-pa-li[liingeer-a] til 
si-p a[ fuundlx -a] til 

'he did not watch' 
'they will not watch' 
'they are not knotting' 
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Si-p-a-xil[teex-iln-ir-a] til 'they did not just cook 
for e.o.' 

a[ fuunduluul-e] 'he unknotted' 

[liingeer -il] 
, 
watch!' 

p-ail[teex-an-ir-a] 'they cooked for e.o.' 
si-y-il[fuundix-a] til 'he did not knot' 

n -aa[li ingilill-e] 'he will watch' 
mu[saambul-e] 'you (pI) de-roof!' 
xu[teex-iln-ir-e] 'let's cook for e.o.' 

si-y-a[liingeer-ere] til 'he did not watch' 
s-ila[liingeer -ere] til 'he did not watch' 
o-la[liingeer -a] til 'don't watch!' 

Each Pattern is assumed to reflect some natural class of features or proper
ties (morphological, syntactic, and/or semantic), but an analysis of these particu-

5 Most examples provided here and below reflect the tonal patterns of both speakers, but some 
examples are representative of only one of the speakers. Examples attested by Okumu only 
are indicated by [0], and examples attested by Wabala only are indicated by [W]. Examples 
with no explicit marking of the source are attested by both speakers, except where otherwise 
noted in the text. In some cases, examples are attested by only one of the speakers because 
identical examples were not collected from both speakers. In other cases, examples are at
tested by only one of the speakers because the examples were produced differently by the 
speakers. See section 8 for discussion of the variation between the two speakers. 
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lar groupings of tenses into Patterns is not currently possible. Polarity partly de
fines the set of Pattern 2 and Pattern 4c contexts, but polarity differences do not 
affect the set of Pattern I b and Pattern 4a tenses. Similarly, the Pattern 4b con
texts all take the final vowel suffix -e, but not all tenses with -e are in Pattern 4b, 
e.g., the Pattern I b Remote Future. Several of the tonal rules posited below are 
restricted such that apply only in certain Patterns but not others. For the present 
purposes, each Pattern refers to the listed set of tenses in (3), with the expectation 
that that this listed set of tenses can be replaced in the future by some features or 
properties, once they are better understood. 

This classification of the tonal melodies into various Patterns is meant to 
facilitate cross-Luyia comparison and ultimately the reconstruction of the Proto
Luyia melodic tonal system. Khayo has a very similar grouping of tenses into 
melodic patterns with similar tonal properties (Marlo, to appear). For example, 
the Hesternal Perfective, Indefinite Future, and Present tenses also function to
gether as the Pattern I a melody in Khayo and have a melodic H that surfaces 
from the second syllable of the stem to the final. This classification system allows 
for differences to be identified in the groups of tenses that take a particular mel
ody and in the specific tonal properties of the melodies. For example, the tenses 
that are classified as Pattern I b in Tura subdivide into two distinct subtypes (Pat
terns I b vs. I c) in Khayo, differing in the tonal properties of short verb stems. 
Additionally, the melodic distinction between Patterns 2a and 4c in Tura is neu
tralized into a single Pattern 2a melody in Khayo. It remains to be seen how well 
this classification system works for more distantly related Luyia dialects or for 
other Bantu languages outside Luyia. 

Several important observations concerning the main similarities and differ
ences of the Tura tonal melodies are given in (4). These melodies differ in their 
surface position on the stem (4a), whether the tense prefix is 0 or H (4b), and 
how the melodic H interacts with H-toned prefixes (4c-f). 

(4) Summary of the tonal differences among the Tura melodies 
a. The surface position of the melodic H (in trisyllabic and longer stems) 

i. on the moras after the stem-initial syllable: Pattern I 
ii. on the moras of the second stem syllable only: Patterns 2, 4b, 4c 
iii. on the stem-final mora only: Pattern 3 
iv. on the moras of the stem-initial syllable only: Pattern 4a 
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b. The tone of the tense prefix 
i. H tense prefix: Patterns 1 b, 2b, and 4a. 
ii. 0 tense prefix: Patterns la, 2a, 3a-b, 4b-c. 

c. Whether and how a melodic H (MH) surfaces after a H-toned prefix 
i. MH surfaces whether or not there is a H-toned prefix: Patterns 1-3. 
ii. MH does not surface after a H-toned prefix: Patterns 4a-b. 
iii. MH surfaces only after a H-toned prefix: Pattern 4c. 

d. Whether a melodic H is realized on a monosyllabic stem after H 
1. Yes: Pattern l. 
ii. No: Patterns 2, 4c. 

e. Whether the H ofa prefix doubles onto the stem-initial mora 
1. Doubling applies: when the melodic H does not surface (Pattern 4a 

no object prefix, Pattern 4b with object prefix), when the melodic H 
surfaces only on the stem-final mora (Pattern 3a with object prefix). 

11. Doubling does not apply: all other contexts (the melodic H surfaces 
on the moras of the first or second syllable of the stem). 

f. How the H of the reflexive interacts with the melodic H 
i. The reflexive H does not surface; the melodic H does: Patterns 1-2. 
ii. The reflexive H surfaces; the melodic H does not: Pattern 4. 
iii. The reflexive H and the melodic H surface: Pattern 3. 

The general approach taken here to account for these many differences 
among the Tura tonal melodies is to posit several distinct Pattern-specific rules of 
Melodic H Assignment (MHA)-the rule that initially maps the melodic H to the 
verb stem. These rules, along with one additional Pattern-specific rule that shifts 
the melodic H from the position to which it is assigned to the moras of the fol
lowing syllable, account for the different surface positions of the melodic Hs in 
(4a). Some MHA rules are sensitive to the presence or absence of H tone before 
the target mora, which accounts for the differences in (4c). The other interactions 
between the melodic H and prefixes in (4d- f) derive from the relative ordering of 
the MHA rules with respect to Doubling, a rule assigning the reflexive H to the 
stem (Object H Assignment), and a rule that deletes H from a monosyllabic stem 
after H (H[H] Deletion). 
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In the following sections, each of the melodic tone patterns is discussed, 
along with tonal alternations triggered by prosodic differences in the verb stem 
and by object prefixes and the reflexive prefix. A summary and discussion of as
pects of the analysis are provided in section 7. Variation between the two Tura 
speakers is discussed in section 8, concluding remarks are offered in section 9, 
and an appendix containing additional data from other tenses is provided in sec
tion 10. 

3. Pattern 1. 

Pattern 1 has a melodic H suffix that links to the stem-final mora and spreads left. 
There are two Pattern I subtypes: Pattern la, which has a toneless tense prefix, 
and Pattern I b, which has a H-toned tense prefix. 

3.1 Pattern la. Pattern I a is found in the tenses in (5). This section discusses 
the Indefinite Future; data for the other tenses are provided in section 10.1 in the 
appendix. 

(5) Pattem I a tenses 
Hesternal Perfective Indefinite Future Present 

The Pattern 1 a melodic H is realized on the lone mora of monosyllabic verb stems 
(6a), on all moras of disyllabic stems (6b), and on all moras after the initial sylla
ble of trisyllabic and longer stems (6c). 

(6) Indefinite Future' he (a-) / they (~a-) will ... ' 
a-li[fw-a] 'die 

, 
a-Ii [ry-a] 'eat' a. 

b. a-li[~ek-a] 'shave' a-li[iIn-a] 'dance' 
a-li[n~e~-a] 'ask' a-li[teex-a] 'cook' 

a-li[~aHll-a] 'set out to dry 
, 

a-li[~ukul-a] 'take' c. 
~a-li[karaang-a] 'fry 

, 
a-li[lexuul-a] 'release 

, 

a-li[fuuncfix-a] 'knot' ~ a-li[ siincfix -a] 'push' 
a-li[liingeer-a] 

, 
watch' ~a-li[ saangaal-a] 'be happy 

, 

~ a -Ii [ siinalx -an -a] 
, 
push e.o. 

, 
~ a-li[ teex-er-fm-a] 'cook for e.o. 

, 
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The combination of a V -initial stem with a V -final prefix gives rise to 
vowel hiatus. Hiatus is resolved in Tura by a number of relatively common repair 
strategies, such as the formation of glides from high vowels plus compensatory 
lengthening. The processes resolving hiatus create potential contour tones when 
one of the input moras has or acquires a H. The underlying moraic structure of the 
IV+V/ combination is generally preserved as a long vowel on the surface, along 
with the tonal pattern that otherwise occurs on those moras: 0+0 ~ 00, H+0 
~ H0, 0+H ~ 0H, H+H ~ HH. 

The tonal patterns of V -initial stems in Pattern 1 a are essentially the same 
as C-initial stems. VCV stems in (7a) surface with a H on both moras of the stem, 
and longer stems (7b) surface with a H on all moras after the stem-initial syllable. 
A rising tone is created as the combination of 0+H through resyllabification in 
VCV stems, under the assumption that tones remain linked to their moras 
throughout the processes of hiatus resolution. The data from VCV stems in (7a) 
are those of Okumu; we see in section 8.2 that the other Tura speaker, Wabala, 
predictably eliminates this and other rising tones. 

(7) Indefinite Future V-initial stems 'he will ... ' 
a. a-l[iimb-a] [0] 'sing' a-l[iits-a] [0] 

b. a-l[iirux-a] 
a-ly[aandiik-a] 

'run' 
'write' 

a-Iy[aamx-a] 
a-Iy[aasyaak-a] 

'cOlne' 

'set out to dry' 
'split wood' 

All known object prefixes are H in Tura.6 The object prefix surfaces H in 
Pattern la, and the stem tone pattern is unaffected: H on the lone mora of mono
syllabic stems (8a), on all moras of disyllabic stems (8b), and on all moras after 
the initial syllable of trisyllabic and longer stems (8c). 

!J Due to time constraints, only the object prefixes most likely to have any tonal difference, 

based on comparative studies of other Luyia dialects, were elicited: 3sg mu-. I sg 1'1-, and re

flexive e- II; 3pl f3a- was also occasionally elicited and, as expected. shows the same tonal 
properties as the 3sg and I sg object prefixes. Combinations of two object prefixes were 

judged ungrammatical by Okumu. Wabala pronounced combinations of the 3sg and the I sg 
object prefixes, which are possible in Khayo (Marlo 2009, see section 8), in Pattern I a on one 

occasion, but these fonns were not discussed again. 
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(8) Indefinite Future + OP 'he will ... him' 
a. a-li-mu[ry-a] 'fear' a-li-mu[xw-a] 

b. a-li-mu[pek-a] 'shave' a-li-mu[rem-a] 
a-li-mu[Gind-a] 

, 
wait for 

, 
a-li-mu[reep-a] 

c. a-li-mu[pukul-a] 'take' a-li-mu[xalak-a] 
a-li-mu[lexuul-a] 'release' a-li-mu[pooI61-a] 
a-li-mu[ teex-er-a] 'cook for 

, 
a-li-mu[liingeer-a] 

'pay dowry,7 

'chop' 
'ask' 

'cut' 
'untie' 
'watch' 

Note that the H of the object prefix and the melodic H are realized at the 
same pitch level in monosyllabic and disyllabic stems (8a-b). Although it is not 
directly indicated in the transcriptions, Tura has automatic down step of Hs sepa
rated by 0, so the melodic H is realized at a lower pitch level than the H of the 
object prefix in trisyllabic and longer stems (8c), but each mora of the melodic H 
on the stem is realized at the same pitch level. Hs that become adjacent during the 
course of the derivation are sometimes realized at the same pitch level, as in (8a
b), but in one known context-Pattern 3b forms with an object prefix-a H-toned 
prefix surfaces on the stem-initial mora immediately followed by a downstepped 
melodic H on the stem-final mora, e.g., mu[j3e'ke] 'shave him!'.8 

Note further that the H of the object prefix does not spread onto the stem
initial mora in trisyllabic and longer stems (8c). The H of a prefix spreads to the 
stem-initial mora in some other contexts where the melodic H does not surface at 
the left edge of the stem, e.g., Pattern 3a a-f3a[liingeer-ere] 'he watched them', cf. 
a[fuunduluul-e] 'he unknotted' . 

The data in (9) have the Isg object prefix N-, a homorganic nasal that trig
gers a variety ofNe effects common to Bantu languages (see Hyman 2003 for an 
overview). Here we find the usual stem tone patterns: all stem moras surface H in 
monosyllabic and disyllabic stems, and all moras after the stem-initial syllable 
surface H in trisyllabic and longer stems. The nasal prefix lengthens the preceding 

7 The appropriate gloss for this fonn is 'he will pay her dowry' or 'he will pay the dowry for 
her', not to be confused with the (unattested but predicted) fOnTI a-li-mu[xw-eer-a] 'he will 
pay the dowry for him', with the applicative suffix. 

K Downstep is also transcribed in Pattern 4b Remote Past Negative fonns in (86) with V-initial 
stems and an object prefix such as si-y-a'-mwUir-a 1 la 'he did not kill him', which is also at
tested as si-y-a-mw[iir-a] ta, with a stem-initial rise. As noted in the discussion of these fOnTIS 
below, this is likely a coarticulatory phonetic effect in the implementation of a rise after H. 
Downstep is therefore 'automatic', since the Hs are separated phonologically by 0. 
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vowel (even when the nasal is deleted). The nasal itself is not tone-bearing, and 
the H of the object prefix remains associated to the mora of the nasal, which goes 
to the left, surfacing as a 0H rise on the lengthened pre-NC vowel, cf. Kerewe, 
where the H of the nasal prefix shifts to the right, while the nasal's mora goes to 
the left (Odden 2000). 

(9) Indefinite Future + OPlsg [0] 'he will ... me' 
a-lil[ry-a] 'fear' a-lil[mbek-a] 
a-lil[niir-a] 'kill' a-lil[riilnd-a] 
a-lil[ndee~-a] 'ask' a-lil[mbukul-a] 
a-lil[nyimb-lr-a] 'sing for' a-lil[mboolol-a] 
a-lil[nzasyaak-lr-a] 'split for' a-lli[ndexuul-a] 
a-lil[niingeer-a] 'watch' a-lil[mbod66xan-a] 

'shave' 
'wait for' 
'take' 
'untie' 
'release' 
'go around' 

When the 3sg object prefix mu- co-occurs with a V -initial stem, the high 
vowel of the object prefix becomes a glide, and the stem-initial vowel is length
ened, preserving the underlying mora of the prefix vowel. The H of the object 
prefix remains associated to its underlying mora, which goes to the right, creating 
a H0 falling tone through resyllabification with the stem-initial vowel, and the 
melodic H surfaces on all moras after the stem-initial syllable. The tonal pattern 
of VCV stems in (lOa) is somewhat unexpected since C-initial disyllabic stems 
surface with a H on the stem-initial mora. One might have expected a level H 
tone as the combination ofv+1, but instead a fall is found, as in longer stems. 

(10) Indefinite Future + OP V-initial stems' he will ... him' 
a. a-li-mw[aar-a] 'operate on' a-li-mw[Iir-a] 'kill' 

b. a-li-mw[Iimb-lr-a] 'sing for' 
a-li-mw[aandilk-lr-a] 'write for' 

a-li-mw[Iixas-y-a] 
a-li-mw[aasyaak-lr-a] 

'help sit' 
'split for' 

Like other object prefixes, the reflexive contributes an underlying H, but it 
has different tonal properties from other object prefixes. The H of the reflexive 
never surfaces on the reflexive itself. The reflexive H surfaces on the moras of the 
stem-initial syllable in Patterns 3-4, e.g., Pattern 3ay-ee[kddnguluul-e] 'he untied 
himself', cf. arJuunduluul-e] 'he unknotted'. However, the H of the reflexive does 
not always surface; it systematically fails to be realized in Patterns 1-2; only the 
melodic H is realized on the stem. The monosyllabic stem in (11 a) and the disyl
labic stems in (lib) realize the Pattern 1 a melodic H on all stem moras, while the 
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longer stems in (II C) realize the melodic H on all moras after the stem-initial 
syllable. 

(11) Indefinite Future + OPRefl [0] 'he will ... himse{f 
a-Iy-ee[ry-a] 'fear' a-ly-ee[~ek-a] 'shave' 
a-ly-ee[Y-lr-a] 'kill' a-Iy-ee[ fwaal-a] 'dress' 
a-ly-ee[fwumb-a] 'cover' a-Iy-ee[furrlir-a] 'stab' 
a-Iy-ee[y-imb-lr-a] 'sing for' a-ly-ee[~00161-a] 'untie' 
a-ly-ee[fwiimbul-a] 'uncover' a-Iy-ee[y-asyaak-lr-a] 'split for' 
a-Iy-ee[karaang-lr-a] 'fry for' a-Iy-ee[kaangulul-a] 'untie' 

The main tonal properties of Pattern I can be accounted for by the rules in 
(12). The melodic H is first assigned to the stem-final mora by Melodic H As
signment (MHA): Final, a rule that applies only in Pattern 1 contexts. The left
ward extent of the melodic H is determined by two spreading rules: Minimal 
Spread, which spreads H to all moras of a preceding syllable within the stem, and 
Unbounded Spread, which spreads H iteratively leftward within the stem but not 
onto a mora ofthe stem-initial syllable. 

(12) MHA: Final 
H' 

I 
I 
I 
I 

II ]stem (Pattern 1) 

Unbounded Spread 
H 

/1 
II II II 

I 
(J 

(Iterative, 
domain: stem) 

Minimal Spread 
H 

/,/'l 
(ll) II II (Domain: stem) 

~ 
(J 

In monosyllabic stems (l3a), the melodic H is assigned to the stem-final 
mora, but Minimal Spread does not subsequently apply because the mora to the 
left of the melodic H is not within the stem. In disyllabic stems (13b-c), the me
lodic H is assigned to the stem-final mora and spreads to all moras of the stem
initial syllable by Minimal Spread. In trisyllabic and longer stems (13d), the me
lodic H is assigned to the final, spreads to the moras of the preceding syllable by 
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Minimal Spread, and then continues to spread leftward up to but not onto the mo
ras of the stem-initial syllable by Unbounded Spread. 

(13) Pattern la 
a. Monosyllabic stems: a-li[fw-a] 'he will die' 

MHA: Final Minimal Spread Unbounded Spread 
H 

I 
I 
I 
I 

a-li[fw-a] -) Does Not Apply -) Does Not Apply 

b. CVCV stems: a-li[~ek-a] 'he will shave' 
MHA: Final Minimal Spread 

H H 
I 
I 
I 

a-li[~ek-~] 
/1 

-) a-li[~ek-a] 

Unbounded Spread 

-) Does Not Apply 

c. CVVCV stems: a-li[teex-a] 'he will cook' 
MHA: Final Minimal Spread Unbounded Spread 

H H 
I 
I 
I 

a-li[teex-~] 
"'-1 ",,;1' 

-) a-li[teex-a] ~ Does Not Apply 

d. Trisyllabic and longer stems: ~a-li[teex-er-an-a] 'they will cook f. e.o.' 
MHA: Final Minimal Spread Unbounded Spread 

H H H 
I 
I 
I 

~a-li[teex-er-an-~] ~ 
/1 /,/1 

~a-li[teex-er-an-a] ~ ~a-li[teex-er-an-a] 

The formulations of the tonal rules in (12) and the derivations in (13c-d) 
highlight an important issue that arises in Tura tone and throughout Luyia tonal 
systems-the status of the tone-bearing unit (TBU): whether tones link to moras or 
syllables, and how to formulate tonal generalizations in the language which 
sometimes have contradictory patterns of sensitivity to syllable-internal vowel 
length differences. Two facts of Tura tone require the mora to the TBU. First. 
there is a surface contrast between level H, rise, and fall on long vowels, and 
these contour tones are best analyzed as 0H and H0 sequences. Second, forms 
like the Pattern 3a a-f3a[liingeer-ere] 'he watched them', which has a H -toned 
object prefix and a melodic H which surfaces on the stem-final syllable, motivate 
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a rule of Doubling that spreads the H of a prefix a single mora to the right to the 
stem-initial mora, cf. a[fuunduluul-e] 'he unknotted'. This rule cannot be stated if 
syllable-internal moraic structure is invisible to tonal rules. 

Although the mora is unquestionably the TBU in Tura, many tonal gener
alizations in the language are insensitive to syllable weight differences and re
quire reference to the syllable in their formal account. For example, whether the 
stem-initial syllable is short or long, Unbounded Spread does not spread the me
lodic H onto the moras of the stem-initial syllable. Furthermore, various rules dis
cussed below assign a melodic H to all moras of the stem-initial syllable, whether 
this syllable is short or long. These syllable-level generalizations are formalized 
in the present analysis using parentheses notation at the moraic level. 

It is logically possible that the initial syllable of disyllabic stems surfaces as 
a level H as the combined result of two rules: a rule of Minimal Spread that 
spreads H by only a single mora left, followed by a rule that eliminates the inter
mediate rising tone in the stem-initial syllable by syllable-internal spreading: a
li[teex-a] ~ a-li[teex-a] ~ a-li[teex-a] 'he will cook'. This solution fails because 
there is no general restriction against rising tones in Okumu's idiolect; rising 
tones are commonly created and preserved in V -initial stems, e.g., a-l[iits-a] 'he 
will come' (see (14) below). Similar reasoning precludes a purely moraic state
ment of Unbounded Spread and the rules discussed below that assign H to all mo
ras of the stem-initial syllable. It is logically possible to divide stem-initial H as
signment into two steps: assignment of H to the stem-initial mora, followed by 
leveling of fall when the stem-initial syllable is long, but this two-step solution is 
rejected for similar reasons as the two-step solution to leftward spreading: there is 
no restriction on falling tones, which commonly arise through resyllabication of 
H+0 and the application of the rule of Doubling. 

Returning to the analysis of V-initial stems, note that no additional rules 
are necessary to account for their tonal properties. The tonal pattern of VCV 
stems can be derived assuming cross-linguistically common tone and mora pre
serving principles. I assume that most tonal rules apply before rules resolving 
vowel hiatus and that there is an initial round of syllabification in which the stem
initial mora is in a syllable distinct from the syllable of the preceding tense prefix 
/i-. As shown in the derivation in (14), which is simplified by omitting rules that 
do not apply such as Unbounded Spread and by showing the syllabic affiliation of 
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vowels (moras) only, Minimal Spread associates the melodic H with the stem
initial mora, and the various hiatus resolution rules then apply, creating a rise. 9 

(14) Pattern la, VCV stems: a-l[ilts-a] [0] 'he will come' 
MHA: Final Minimal Spread Hiatus Resolution 

H H H 
I 
I 
I 
I 

a-li[its-a] 

I II I 
a a a a 

/1 /1 
a-li[its-a] a-l[iits-a] 

I II I I ~ I 
~ aaa a ~aaa 

Turning now to Pattern la forms with an object prefix, we can note that the 
derivation of the stem tone patterns of these forms is straightforward, given the 
rules above, since the melodic H surfaces in the same positions as when there is 
no object prefix. However, several remarks remain to be made about these forms 
because they fail to show effects of some tonal rules found in other melodies dis
cussed below. One of the most significant analytical challenges of the Tura tonal 
system is accounting for the many contexts where a rule motivated for one mel
ody fails to apply in other melodies. 

In the case of trisyllabic and longer stems with an object prefix such as a-/i
mu[liingeer-a] 'he will watch him', a rule of Doubling, which spreads H from a 
prefix immediately preceding the stem to the stem-initial mora, does not apply. 
Doubling, whose formulation is provided in (15), applies in forms like Pattern 3a 
a-f3a[liingeer-ere] 'he watched them', cf. a[fuunduluul-e] 'he unknotted'. Dou
bling does not apply in Pattern 1 because it is ordered after Pattern 1 MHA and 
requires the moras of the first two syllables of the stem to be toneless. 

9 Since the product of Hiatus Resolution at the stem boundary is always a long monophthong, 
the stem boundary is shown to include the mora of the preceding prefix vowel in V -initial 
stems to avoid the appearance of a syllable boundary if the "underlying" position of the stem 
boundary were shown, e.g., a-li[itsa] 'he will come'. There is no evidence that the stem 
boundary actually moves as a consequence of the rules of Hiatus Resolution. 
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(15) Doubling 
H 

f""", 
/-l stem[/-l' (/-l ') 

V 
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The derivation of monosyllabic stems with an object prefix in Pattern I a 
such as a-li-mu[t)!-a] 'he will fear him' should be apparent-the melodic H is as
signed to the stem-final mora, following the H of the object prefix, However, 
structurally similar forms undergo alternations in other melodies, so we must ac
count for the lack of alternations here, The examples in (16) show that the only 
context in which a melodic H is realized on a monosyllabic stem after a H-toned 
prefix is Pattern I-in Pattern 1 a forms with an object prefix and, as we will see in 
detail below, in Pattern Ib forms, which have a H-toned tense prefix. 

(16) Melodic H is realized on a monosyllabic stem after a H-toned prefix 
Pattern 1 a + OP (indefinite Future, 'he will ... him ') 
a-li-mu[ry-a] 'fear' 

Pattern 1 b (Near Future, 'he will ... ') 
a-Ia[fw-a] 'die' 

The examples in (17) show that in Pattern 2 and Pattern 4c, the melodic H is not 
realized on a monosyllabic stem following a H-toned prefix. Other forms in the 
same context are provided to show that a melodic H is otherwise expected on the 
moras of the initial syllable of monosyllabic and disyllabic stems. (In Patterns 3, 
4a, and 4b, the relevant context cannot be created.) 

(17) Melodic H is not realized on a monosyllabic stem after a H-toned prefix 
Pattern 2a + OP (indefinite Future Negative, 'they will not ... him') 
Si-pa-li-mu[ry-a] ta 'fear' cf. s-aa-li[fw-a] ta [0] 'die' 

Pattern 2b (immediate Past Negative, 'he did not just ... ') 
Si-y-a-xa[ly-a] ta 'eat' cf. Si-y-a-xa-mu[ry-a] ta [0] 'fear' 

Pattern 4c (imperativesg Negative, don't ... him! ') 
o-la-mu[ry-a] ta 'fear' cf. o-la-mu[reep-a] ta 'ask' 
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A rule called H[H] Deletion, whose formulation is given in (18), is posited 
below to delete the melodic H from a monosyllabic stem after a H-toned prefix. 
The interaction of the MHA rules with Doubling and the assignment of the H of 
the reflexive to the stem (discussed below) motivates an ordering in which Pattern 
I MHA precedes the Pattern 2 and Pattern 4c rules of MHA. H[H] Deletion must 
follow the Pattern 2 and Pattern 4c MHA, and by transitivity, Pattern I MHA. To 
prevent H[H] Deletion from applying to the melodic H in Pattern I, a rule of Fu
sion specific to Pattern I is posited to fuse a melodic H on a monosyllabic stem 
with a preceding H. Since there is only a single H after Fusion applies, H[H] De
letion subsequently fails to apply in Pattern I forms. 

(18) H[ H] Deletion 
HH~0 

I I 
fl [fl ] stem 

Fusion 
HH 

I I 
fl[fl] ~ 

H 

/\ 
fl [ fl ] (Pattern I) 

Before continuing with the analysis of V -initial stems with an object prefix, 
we now consider the tonal representations of forms with short verb stems and an 
object prefix, in which the H of the object prefix and the melodic H on the stem
initial mora are realized at the same pitch level. To understand these forms, we 
must compare the range of cases where adjacent Hs are realized at the same pitch 
level with those where the second H is downstepped. Recall that the second of 
two Hs separated by a toneless mora is automatically downstepped in Tura. 

There is one known context in Tura with downstep: in Pattern 3b forms 
with an object prefix such as mu[j3e!ke] 'shave him!', cf. mu[liingeer-e] 'watch 
him!' (see also fn. 8). As we see below, the H of the object prefix is first assigned 
to all moras of the stem-initial syllable in these forms, and the melodic H is then 
assigned to the stem-final mora by MHA: Final II, a later rule of MHA. 

There are many contexts in Tura where adjacent Hs are realized at the same 
pitch level. There is no down step between H-toned prefixes and a stem-initial 
melodic H (19a), between the negative prefix si- and the Remote Past tense prefix 
a- in the Remote Past Negative (l9b), and in all cases of a stem-final H immedi
ately followed by the negative marker la (l9c). 
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(19) Contexts where adjacent H'i are realized at the same pitch level 
a. H-toned prefixes followed by the melodic H 

Pattern la + OP (Indefinite Future, 'he will ... him') 
a-li-mu[ry-a] 'fear' a-li-mu[13ek-a] 'shave' 
a-li-mu[ree13-a] 'ask' 

Pattern 1 b (Near Future, 'he will ... ') 
a-la[fw-a] 'die' a-la[13ek-a] 'shave' 
a-la[teex-a] 'cook' 

Pattern 2a + OP (Indef Fut. Neg., 'they will not ... him') 
s'i-13a-li-mu[13ek-a] ta [0] 'shave' s'i-13a-li-mu[ree13-a] ta 'ask' 

Pattern 2b (Immediate Past Negative, 'he did not just ... ') 
s'i-y-a-xa[13ek-a] ta [0] 'shave' s'i-y-a-xa[ree13-a] ta 'ask' 

Pattern 4c + OP (Imperativesg Negative, 'don't ... !') 
o-la-mu[13ek-a] ta 'shave' o-la-mu[ree13-a] ta 'ask' 

b. Negative marker s'i-followed by the Remote Past tense prefix a
Pattern 4a (Remote Past Negative, 'he did not ... ') 
s'i-y-a[teex-a] ta 'cook' s'i-y-a[13ukul-a] ta 'take' 

c. Stem:final melodic or reflexive H followed by the negative marker ta 
Pattern 1 b (Near Future Negative, 'he will not ... ') 
s-aa-la[ly-a] ta 'eat' s-aa-la[kon-a] ta 
s-aa-la[rtlnd-a] ta 'wait' s-aa-la[13ukul-a] ta 

Pattern 2a (Inder Fut. Neg., 'he will not ... ') 
s-aa-li[fw-a] ta [0] 'die' 

'sleep' 
'take' 

Pattern 2b + OP (Immediate Past Negative, 'he did not just ... him') 
s'i-y-a-xa-mu[ry-a] ta [0] 'fear' (but see fn. 16) 

Pattern 4a + OP (Remote Past Negative, 'he did not ... him') 
s'i-y-a-mu[ry-a] ta 'fear' 
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Pattern 4c + OPRefl (Imperativesg Negative, 'don't ... yourself! ') 
o-l-ee[ry-a] ta 'fear' 

Since there is a contrast between derived adjacent Hs separated by a down
step and derived adjacent Hs that are realized at the same pitch level, there must 
be a representational difference in the output of the phonology between these two 
patterns. There are two general approaches that could be used, which are schema
tized in (20). 

(20) Representations of downstep 
a. Every distinct H triggers downstep (Bickmore 2000, Odden 1982, 

Schuh 1998) 
H H 

I I 
11 .. ·11 [~ ... '~] 

H 

/\ 
[~ ... ~] 11 .. ·11 

b. L triggers downstep (Bird 1966: 135, Clements & Ford 1979: 206, 
Paster & Kim 2007) 
HH H HLH 

I I 
11 11 -+ [~~] 

/\ 
11 .. ·11 -+ [~ ... ~] 

I I 
-+ [~ ... '~] 11 ... 11 

Capitalizing on the facts that (i) Tura has automatic down step of the second 
of any two non-adjacent Hs, (ii) each link of a multiply linked H is realized at the 
same pitch level, and (iii) there is no other evidence in Tura for phonologically 
specified L tones, we could follow the approach of (20a), in which the second of 
any two Hs, whether adjacent or non-adjacent, is automatically lowered in pitch 
by the phonetics component. As a result, in any case where there are two input Hs 
that surface in adjacent positions and are realized at the same pitch level, the two 
input Hs are fused into a single H in the output of the phonology. To account for 
the fact that Fusion does not apply to Pattern 3b forms with an object prefix such 
as mu[J3e'k-e] 'shave him!', Fusion must be ordered before the Hs become adja
cent, or the context in which Fusion applies must somehow be restricted. Fusion 
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could be restricted such that it applies only across morphological boundaries, e.g., 
across the left or right edge of the stem. 10 

Alternatively, we could follow the approach of (20b) that down step is trig
gered only by L tones intervening between Hs; adjacent surface Hs and a single 
multiply linked H have the same phonetic output-each H-toned mora is realized 
at the same pitch level. Under this approach, a rule of Default L Insertion would 
be required to insert L tones on any toneless moras. In the one case where there is 
downstep-in Pattern 3b forms with an object prefix such as mu[j3e'k-e] 'shave 
him!' -L would be inserted before the two Hs become adjacent, the L dislodged 
by one of the Hs. There does not appear to be any strong empirical evidence in 
Tura for choosing between these two approaches to down step in Tura. 

Turning now to the tonal pattern of VCV stems with an object prefix, we 
can note that one additional rule is necessary to account for these forms. The rules 
presented thus far predict the unattested form *a-li-mw[aar-a] (from intermediate 
a-li-mu[ar-a]), where the H of the object prefix and the melodic H are realized at 
the same pitch level on each half of the resyllabified syllable at the stem bound
ary. The fall in the attested form a-li-mw[aar-a] 'he will operate on him' is cre
ated by the late rule in (21), which delinks the second H within a syllable when 
that H is also linked to a mora in the following syllable. We see in section 4 that 
when the second of two Hs within a syllable is not multiply linked, the two Hs are 
realized at the same pitch level, i.e., as a level H-toned long syllable. 

(21) [H-HJ(5Delinking 
HH 

I~ 
I-l I-l I-l 

"'JI 
(J (J 

A representative derivation of VCV stems with an object prefix is given in (22), 
showing the application of [H-H](5 Delinking after MHA, Minimal Spread, and 
Hiatus Resolution. I I In longer stems such as a-li-mw[iimb-zr-a] 'he will sing for 

IOThe only context where adjacent Hs realized at the same pitch level do not straddle one of the 
edges of the stem is when the negative prefix si- precedes the Pattern 4a Remote Past tense 
prefix a-, yet the Hs are still realized at the pitch level. See fn. 22. 

II We can reject the possibility of restating Minimal Spread as a conditional rule that requires 
the mora immediately preceding the target to be toneless since Minimal Spread freely spreads 
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him', no further analysis is necessary, as rules given thus far put the tones in the 
correct positions, and the vowel hiatus resolution strategies will create a falling 
tone from an intermediate sequence ofV+V. 

(22) Pattern la + OP, VCV stem: a-li-mw0ir-a] 'he will kill him' 
MHA: Final Minimal Spread Hiatus Resolution [H-HJa Delinking 

HH HH HH HH 

1 i 1 /1 111 111 
a-li-mu[ir-a] a-li-mu[ir-a] a-li-mw[iir-a] a-li-mw[iir-a] 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~ 1 1 1 ~ 1 
(J (J (J(J (J~(J (J (J(J (J (J (J (J (J 

The reflexive e-H contributes an underlying H that surfaces on all moras of 
the stem-initial syllable in Patterns 3-4, e.g., Pattern 3a y-ee[kaanguluul-e] 'he 
untied himself, cf. a[fuunduluul-e] 'he unknotted'. However, the H of the re
flexive does not surface in Patterns 1-2, e.g., Pattern la a-ly-ee[kaangulul-a] 'he 
will untie himself'. The reflexive is analyzed here as an underlying floating H, 
like a melodic H. It is assigned to all moras of the stem-initial syllable by the rule 
of Object H Assigment (OHA: (J I) in (23). This rule requires the target moras as 
well as the moras of the second syllable of the stem, if there is one, to be toneless. 
In other words, if there is already a melodic H on the first or second syllable of 
the stem, OHA does not apply. Additionally, this rule applies only to floating Hs 
that are morphologically object prefixes, i.e., not melodic Hs. 

(23) aHA: (Jl 
H' 

(H is contributed by 
an object prefix) 

the melodic H to all moras of the initial syllable ofC-initial disyllabic stems preceded by a H
toned prefix. It also cannot be that H must not be preceded by H within the syllable-such rep
resentations are in fact found in Pattern 2, and, moreover, Hiatus Resolution has not yet ap
plied in the present fonns, so the pre-stem mora and the stem-initial mora are not yet part of 
the same syllable. Incidentally, in the nearby Khayo dialect, Pattern I a tenses have a rule of 
Minimal Spread that does require the mora before the target to be toneless (Marlo 2009). 
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The derivation in (24) shows that MHA and the rules ofleftward spreading derive 
the placement of the melodic H on the stem. Since the melodic H occupies the 
second syllable of the stem, OHA fails to assign the reflexive H to the stem. 12 

(24) Pattern la + OPRc!l: a-Iy-ee[karaang-lr-a] 'he will fry for himself 
MHA: Final Minimal Spread Unbounded Spread 

H H H H H H 
I 
I 
I 

a-li-e[karaang-ir-~ ] 

OHA: 01 

Does Not Apply 

/1 -~~?1 
~ a-li-e[karaang-[;-a] ~ a-li-e[kara;;~~-ir-a] ~ 

Hiatus Resolution 
H H 

~ 
~ a-Iy-ee[karaang-ir-a] 

In an earlier version of this paper available on the author's webpage, the 
Pattern 1 a tonal properties were accounted for by a rule that spreads the melodic 
H iteratively left across the stem, followed by a rule that de links H from all moras 
of the initial syllable of trisyllabic and longer stems. As discussed in the earlier 
draft, the delinking rule suffers conceptually under most theories of locality since 
it applies only to a H multiply linked to moras in the first three syllables of the 
stem. The choice of the Spread+Delink analysis is motivated mostly by analysis
internal factors-in particular, by a guiding assumption that there are only two 
simple rules of MHA in Tura: one rule assigning the melodic H to the moras of 
the stem-initial syllable and one rule assigning the melodic H to the stem-final 
mora. The Conditional Spread analysis adopted here is considered but rejected 
since as noted there "the entire melodic tonal system of Tura would have to be 
reanalyzed" to make the analysis to work. 

The present account indeed reanalyzes the entire Tura melodic tone system, 
rejecting the assumption that there are only two MHA rules. Although the present 
approach involves several MHA rules that are more complex than the two in the 
fonner account, it has various advantages over the earlier analysis. The rules of 
this analysis respect conventions of locality, and tonal derivations are more trans
parent than in the fonner analysis. The present analysis is also very similar to the 

12There does not appear to be any empirical evidence to determine whether the H of the reflex
ive persists in the phonological representation. The H has no phonetic effect, so a late rule of 
Stray Erasure could be posited to delete the H of the reflexive. 
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analysis of the tonal system of the closely related Khayo dialect (Marlo, to ap
pear), which cannot be accounted under a Spread+Delink approach or under the 
assumption that there are only two MHA rules in the language. The present 
analysis is therefore more plausible on both synchronic and diachronic grounds. 

3.2 Pattern 1 b. The Pattern I b tonal melody is found in the tenses in (25). 
This section discusses the tonal patterns of the Near Future. Paradigms for each of 
these other tenses are provided in section 10.2 in the appendix. 

Near Future Near Future Negative 
(25) Pattern 1 b tenses 

Immediate Past 
Remote Future Remote Future Negative 

The stem tone patterns of Patterns I a and I b are identical; the only tonal 
differences between these two Patterns derive from the fact that Pattern I b forms 
have a H -toned tense prefix, making them tonally identical to Pattern I a forms 
with an object prefix. As the data in (26) show, the tense prefix lci- surfaces H, 
and the usual Pattern I stem tone patterns obtain. Monosyllabic and disyllabic 
stems surface with the melodic H on all moras of the stem, and trisyllabic and 
longer stems surface with the melodic H on all moras after the stem-initial sylla
ble. When the melodic H surfaces on the stem-initial mora in monosyllabic and 
disyllabic stems, immediately following the H of the tense prefix, the two Hs are 
realized at the same pitch level. These basic tonal patterns of Pattern I b can be 
captured with the same rules governing the realization of the melodic H as in 
Pattern la: MHA: Final, Minimal Spread, and Unbounded Spread. 

(26) Near Future' he will ... ' 
a-Ia[fw-a] 'die' 
a-Ia[~ek-a] 'shave' 
a-Ia[teex-a] 'cook' 
a-Ia[~akal-a] 'set out to dry' 
a-Ia[karaang-a] 'fry' 
a-Ia[saangaal-a] 'be happy' 

a-Ia[tsy-a] 
a-Ia[kul-a] 
a-Ia[xwees-a] 
a-la[~ukul-a] 
a-lii[ fuundix -a] 
a-Ia[fuundulux-a] 

'go' 
'buy' 
'pull' 
'take' 
'knot' 
'unknot' 

The data in (27) show the tonal patterns of V -initial stems in Pattern 1 b, 
which are parallel to the forms of V -initial stems with an object prefix in Pattern 
lao A H0 falling tone is realized on the derived long stem-initial syllable, and 
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subsequent moras are H. VCV stems have a stem-initial fall due to [H-H]cr De
linking, de linking H from the stem-initial moras after Minimal Spread. 

(27) Near Future V-initial stems 'he will ... ' 
a-l[eemb-a] 'sing' a-l[ool-a] 
a-l[aamx-a] 'set out to dry' a-l[eerux-a] 
a-l[aandilk-a] 'write' a-l[ee~lliir-a] 

, . , 
arrive 

'run' 
'forget' 

The data in (28) show that the H of an object prefix is deleted following the 
H-toned tense prefix in Pattern I b. In these forms, the tense prefix surfaces H, the 
object prefix surfaces toneless, and the otherwise typical stem tone patterns occur: 
monosyllabic and disyllabic stems surface with the melodic H on all stem moras, 
and trisyllabic and longer stems surface with the melodic H on all moras after the 
stem-initial syllable. 

(28) Near Future + OP 'he will ... him' 
a-Ia-mu[ry-a] 'fear' a-Ia-mu[xw-a] 'pay dowry 

, 

a-Ia-mu[~ek-a] [0] 'shave 
, 

a-Ia-mu[lol-a] [0] 'see 
, 

a-Ia-mu[riind-a] [0] 
, 
wait for 

, 
a-Ia-mu[ree~-a] [0] 'ask' 

a-Ia-mu[~ukul-a] 'take' a-Ia-mu[lexuul-a] 'release 
, 

a-Ia-mu[~oolol-a] 'untie' a-Ia-mu[ siindix-a] 'push' 
a-Ia-mu[liingeer-a] 

, 
watch' a-Ia-mu[~otooxan-a] 'go around' 

The 1 sg object prefix has the same tonal patterns as other object prefixes: 
the H of the object prefix is deleted after the H-toned tense prefix, and the usual 
Pattern 1 stem tone patterns are found. In these examples, shown in (29), length
ening of the vowel before the nasal creates a falling tone in the pre-stem syllable. 

(29) Near Future + OP1sg [0] 'he will ... me' 
a-Iaa[ry-a] 'fear' a-Iaa[mbek-a] 
a-Iaa[niir-a] 'kill' a-Iaa[niind-a] 
a-Iaa[ndee~-a] 'ask' a-Iaa[nyimb'ir-a] 
a-laa[mbukul-a] 'take' a-laa[mboolol-a] 
a-laa[ndexuul-a] 'release' a-laa[niingeer-a] 
a-laa[nzasyaak-'ir-a] 'split for' a-Iaa[mbodooxan-a] 

'shave' 
'wait for' 
'sing for' 
'untie' 
'watch' 
'go around' 

The data in (30) show the tonal patterns of Pattern 1 b forms with an object 
prefix and a V -initial stem. In these forms, the tense prefix always surfaces H. In 
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VCV stems, the resyllabified stem-initial syllable is realized with a rise-the ex
pected combination of the toneless mora of the object prefix and a H on the stem
initial mora. In longer stems, the stem-initial mora is toneless since Unbounded 
Spread does not spread onto the moras of the stem-initial syllable, and subsequent 
moras are H. 

(30) Near Future + OP V-initial stems' he will ... him' 
a-la-mw[aar-a] [0] 'operate on' a-la-mw[ilr-a] [0] 'kill' 
a-la-mw[iimb-'ir-a] 'sing for' a-la-mw[aand'rlk-'ir-a] 'write for' 

The tonal pattern of Pattern 1 b forms with an object prefix motivate the 
common tonal rule known as Meeussen' s Rule, provided in (31), which deletes 
the second of two adjacent Hs. Meeussen' s Rule is ordered early and affects only 
underlyingly adjacent Hs, i.e., prefixes. The melodic H is never affected by 
Meeussen's Rule because the rule applies before any melodic Hs are assigned to 
the stem. 

(31) Meeussen' s Rule 
HH~0 

I I 
I..l I..l 

The derivation in (32) shows that Meeussen's Rule causes the deletion of the H of 
the object prefix after the H of the tense prefix in Pattern I b forms, and then the 
rules determining the surface position of the melodic H apply. 

(32) Pattern 1 b + OP: a-la-mu[~ot66xan-a] 'he will go around him' 
Meeussen's Rule MHA: Final 

H H~0 H H H 

I I I I 

a-la-mu[~otooxan-a] ~ a-la-mu[~otooxan-a] ~ 

Minimal Spread Unbounded Spread 
H H H H 

I ,/1 I __ ,,,~~71 
a-Ia-mu[~otooxan-a] ~ a-la-mu[~otooxan-a] 
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The data in (33) show the tonal patterns of the reflexive prefix in Pattern 
I b, which show no significant tonal difference compared to Pattern 1 b forms 
lacking an object prefix or forms with a CV - object prefix. The vowel of the re
flexive prefix forms a single long syllable with the tense prefix, and the V+V se
quence is predictably realized as a fall: /Hi+e/ ~ [lee]. 

(33) Near Future + OPRetl [0] 'he will ... himself 
a-I-ee[ry-a] 'fear' a-I-ee[pek-a] 'shave 

, 

a-I-ee[Y-1r-a] 'kill ' a-I-ee[fwaal-a] 'dress 
, 

a-I-ee[funlir-a] 'stab' a -l-ee [y -imb-1r -a] 'sing for' 
a-I-ee[lexuul-a] 'release 

, 
a-I-ee[pooI61-a] 'untie 

, 

a-I-ee[y-asyaak -1r-a] 
, 
split for 

, 
a-I-ee[karaang-1r -a] 'fry for 

, 

a-I-ee[kaangulul-a] 'untie 
, 

The H of the reflexive does not surface in Pattern 1 b for the same reason as in 
Pattern la: the H of the reflexive cannot be assigned to the moras of the stem
initial syllable because the melodic H occupies the moras of one of the first two 
stem syllables. 

4. Pattern 2. 

The Pattern 2 tonal melody is found in many of the negative forms of Pattern 1 
tenses, although this melody has different properties from the Pattern I melody. 
Unlike the Pattern I melodic H, the Pattern 2 melodic H surfaces at the left edge 
of the stem and does not extend rightward to the final. Additionally, unlike the 
Pattern I melodic H, the Pattern 2 melodic H fails to be realized on monosyllabic 
stems after a H-toned prefix. However, the two melodies share the property that 
the melodic H surfaces after a H-toned prefix in disyllabic and longer stems. As 
in Pattern I, there are two sub-types of Pattern 2: Pattern 2a, which has a toneless 
tense prefix, and Pattern 2b, which has a H-toned tense prefix. 

4.1 Pattern 2a. Pattern 2a includes the tenses in (34), which are the negative 
counterparts of the Pattern I a tenses. This section deals with the Indefinite Future 
Negative. Data from the other tenses are provided in section 10.3 in the appendix. 

(34) Pattern 2a tenses 
Hesternal Perfective Negative [W] 
Present Negative 

Indefinite Future Negative 
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The Pattern 2a melodic H is found on the moras of the initial syllable of 
monosyllabic (35a) and disyllabic (35b) stems and on the moras of the second 
syllable of trisyllabic and longer stems (35c). The negative prefix sz- and enclitic 
tei are H-toned but do not interact phonologically with other tones. When si- is 
followed by a toneless V -initial subject marker, such as the 3sg a-, a falling tone 
surfaces on the derived long vowel-the expected combination of V+ V. When the 
melodic H is realized on the word-final mora in monosyllabic stems (35a), the H 
of the following negative marker tei is realized at the same pitch level as the pre
ceding H. 

(35) Indefinite Future Negative' he (a-) / they (~a-) will not ... ' 
a. s-aa-li[fw-a] ta [0] 'die 

, 
Si-~a-li[tsy-a] ta [0] 'go' 

b. Si-pa-li[pek-a] ta 'shave 
, 

Si-pa-li[161-a] ta 'see' 
Si-pa-li[(und-a] ta 'wait' Si-pa-li[reep-a] ta 'ask' 

c. Si-pa-li[pukul-a] ta 'take' Si-Pa-li[karaang-a] ta 'fry' 
Si-pa-li[siindlx-a] ta 'push' Si-pa-li[liingeer-a] ta 'watch' 
Si-pa-li[lomalom-a] ta 'talk' 

As shown by the data in (36), V -initial stems realize the melodic H on the 
expected positions-the initial mora of VCV stems (36a) and moras of the second 
syllable of longer stems (36b). In VCV stems, the toneless mora of the tense pre
fix and the stem-initial H predictably combine to form a rising tone. 

(36) Indefinite Future Negative V-initial stems 'they will not ... ' 
a. Si-pa-Iy[aak-a] ta [0] 'weed' Si-pa-l[ilmb-a] ta [0] 'sing' 

b. Si-Pa-l[iixal-a] ta 'sit' Si-pa-l[iirux-a] ta 'run' 
Si-pa-Iy[aanal1k-a] ta 'write' 

In Pattern 2a forms with an object prefix, the H of the object prefix sur
faces in its input position, immediately before the verb stem. With the exception 
of monosyllabic stems, the tonal patterns are the same as when there is no object 
prefix: the melodic H surfaces on the moras of the initial syllable of disyllabic 
stems (3 7b), where it is realized at the same pitch level as the H of the object pre
fix, and on the moras of the second syllable of trisyllabic and longer stems (37c). 
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Unlike fonns lacking a H-toned prefix, the melodic H is not realized on mono
syllabic stems (37a) following the H-toned object prefix. 

(37) Indefinite Future Negative + OP 'they will not ... him' 
a. Si-13a-li-mu[ry-a] ta 'fear' Si-13a-li-mu[xw-a] ta 

b. Si-13a-li-mu[13ek-a] ta [0] 'shave' Si-13a-li-mu[161-a] til [0] 
Si-13a-li-mu[riind-a] ta 'wait for'Si-13a-li-mu[ree13-a] ta 

'pay 
dowry' 

'see' 
'ask' 

c. Si-13a-li-mu[13ukul-a] ta 'take' Si-13a-li-mu[siindix-a] ta 'push' 
Si-13a-li-mu[liingeer-a] ta 'watch' Si-13a-li-mu[karaang-ir-a] ta 'fry for' 

When an object prefix co-occurs with a V -initial stem, the H of the object 
prefix and the melodic H surface as a level H on the resyllabified initial syllable 
ofVCV stems (38a). In trisyllabic and longer stems (38b), the H of the object pre
fix surfaces as a fall in combination with the toneless stem-initial mora, and the 
melodic H surfaces on the moras of the second syllable ofthe stem. 

(38) Indefinite Future Negative + OP V-initial stems 'they will not ... him' 
a. Si-13a-li-mw[aar-a] ta 'operate on' 

Si-13a-li-mwriir-a] ta 'kill' 

b. Si-13a-li-mw[Iixasy-a] ta 
Si-13a-li-mwrlimb-lr-a] ta 
Si-13a-li-mw[aanaiik-ir-a] ta 
Si-13a-li-mw[aasyaak-ir-a] ta 

'help sit' 
'sing for' 
'write for' 
'split for' 

Indefinite Future Negative fonns have not been elicited with the reflexive, 
but reflexive fonns have been collected in another Pattern 2a tense, the Present 
Negative. As in Pattern I, the reflexive has no surface tonal effect in the Pattern 
2a fonns in (39). The reflexive surfaces toneless, and the melodic H surfaces in 
the nonnal positions: on the lone mora of monosyllabic stems, on all moras of the 
initial syllable of disyllabic stems, and on all moras of the second syllable of tri
syllabic and longer stems. 13 

13 These fonns lack the negative enclitic Iii, suggesting that this marker is not obligatory. This is 
not entirely unexpected since the negative enclitic is not found in the closely related Nyala-
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(39) Present Negative + OPRef1 [0] 'he is not .. .ing himself 
Si-y-ee[ry-a] 'fear' Si-y-ee[pek-a] 
Si-y-ee[lol-aang-a] 'see' Si-y-ee[ fwaal-aang-a] 
Si-y-ee[pooI61-aang-a] 'untie' Si-y-ee[lexuul-aang-a] 
Si-y-ee[liingeer-aang-a] 'watch' 

'shave' 
'dress' 
'release' 

The Pattern 2 tonal patterns are analyzed using the rules in (40). The me
lodic H is assigned to all moras of the stem-initial syllable by MHA: cr I, a rule 
that applies only in Pattern 2 contexts. The melodic H is then shifted by Melodic 
H Shift (MHS) from the moras of the stem-initial syllable to the moras of the 
following syllable, as long as there is another syllable within the stem, i.e., as 
long as the syllable of the target moras is not final. MHS applies in Pattern 2 and 
Pattern 4b-c contexts and affects only melodic Hs (and not the H of a reflexive or 
object prefix). 

(40) MHA: crl MHS 
H' H 
• ~~-- (H is a melodic H, I' 
I " 

~ (~) 
........... -...... 

(Pattern 2) 11 (11) 11 (11) Domain: stem, 

V V V Patterns 2, 4b-c) 
stem[ cr stem[ cr cr cr 

The Pattern 2 melodic H is first linked to all moras of the stem-initial sylla
ble. In monosyllabic and disyllabic stems (41 a-b), no subsequent rules apply. In 
trisyllabic and longer stems (41 c), the melodic H is then shifted from all moras of 
the stem-initial syllable to all moras ofthe second syllable of the stem. 

West dialect (Marlo 2007). Two examples of the Present Negative with the reflexive in the 
Tura audio paradigm archive are anomalous: si-y-ee[fumir-a] and si-y-ee[fumir-aang-a], both 
meaning 'he is not stabbing himself'. These fonus are pronounced with H on the stem-initial 
mora, while other long stems have H on the moras of the second syllable. Although possibly 
erroneous, this variant is noteworthy since Pattern 3-4 fonus (and Pattern la fonus in Wa
bala's idiolect, see section 8.6) realize the reflexive H on the moras of the stem-initial sylla
ble. 
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(41) Pattern 2a 
a. Monosyllabic stems: si-Pa-li[tsy-a] ta 'they will not go' 

MHA: u1 MHS 
H H H 

I ,I 
si-pa-li[tsy-a] ta ~ Does Not Apply 

b. Disyllabic stems: si-pa-li[reep-a] ta 'they will not ask' 
MHA: u1 MHS 
H H H 

I i\ I 
si-pa-li[reep-a] ta ~ Does Not Apply 

c. Trisyllabic+ stems: si-pa-li[liingeer-a] ta 'they will not watch' 
MHA: crl MHS 
H H H H H H 

I i\ I I *~~~'" I 
si-pa-li[liingeer-a] ta ~ si-pa-li[liingeer-a] ta 

Pattern 2a forms with an object prefix generally succumb to the analysis 
presented to this point, since the melodic H surfaces on the same position of the 
stem in disyllabic and longer stems as in forms lacking an object prefix. Mono
syllabic stems show the application of one additional rule, H[H] Deletion in (42), 
which deletes the melodic H from a monosyllabic stem after H. 14 

14 H[H] Deletion reflects a relatively widespread phenomenon in which a final H-H sequence 
surfaces as H-0. This may be related to the difficulty of perceiving downstepped H after H in 
final position. Crane (2009) reports that pre-pausal 'H obligatorily becomes 0 on monosyl
labic stems in Shekgalagari (S.3\ d, Botswana). In the Marachi dialect of Luyia, some poten
tial H-'H# sequences become H-0#, but there are different effects depending on phrase
medial vs. phrase-final position and whether the adjacent Hs straddle the stem boundary or 
are both stem-internal (Marlo 2007). In Tura, H-H# becomes H-0# only across the stem 
boundary in melodic contexts outside of Pattern I. Additionally, the melodic H is generally 
realized at the same pitch level as a H-toned prefix, so if final downstep avoidance is the ap
propriate explanation, it is a diachronic explanation rather than a synchronic one. 
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HH~0 

I I 
f.l [f.l Jstem 
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The derivation in (43) shows that after the melodic H is linked to the stem-initial 
mora, it is subsequently deleted in monosyllabic stems by H[H] Deletion. It is not 
possible to tell whether H[H] Deletion precedes or follows MHS. 

(43) Pattern 2a + OP: sl-~a-li-mu[xw-a] tii 'they will not pay her dowry' 
MHA: (j I MHS H[H] Deletion 
H H HH H H H~0H 

I I I I I I I I 
si-~a-li-mu[xw-a] ta ~ Does Not Apply ~ si-~a-li-mu[xw-a] ta 

As in Pattern I, the rule of Doubling does not apply in Pattern 2 forms with 
an object prefix like si-fJa-li-mu[xw-a] la 'they will not pay her dowry' and si-fJa
li-mu[liingeer-a] ta 'they will not watch him'. This is due to the fact that Dou
bling requires the moras of the first two syllables of the stem to be free. Since the 
stem-initial mora becomes free due to H[H] Deletion in monosyllabic stems with
out triggering Doubling, H[H] Deletion must be ordered after Doubling. 

The combination of the H-toned object prefix with the melodic H on the 
stem-initial mora of VCV stems (V+V) is realized as level HH, e.g., si-fJa-li
mw[iir-a] ta 'they will not kill him'. This is noteworthy since a structurally simi
lar V+V sequence is realized as H0 in V-initial stems with an object prefix in 
Pattern la forms such as a-li-mw[iir-a] 'he will kill him', due to the fact that [H
Hl, Delinking delinks the second of two Hs in a syllable when H is linked to a 
mora in the following syllable. This rule does not apply here because the melodic 
H is not linked to a mora in the following syllable. 

The reflexive fails to surface in Pattern 2 for essentially the same reason as 
in Pattern 1. As shown in the derivation in (44), the melodic H is first assigned to 
the moras of the stem-initial syllable and then shifts to the moras of the second 
syllable of the stem by MHS. OHA subsequently fails to apply, since the melodic 
H occupies the moras of the second stem syllable. 
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(44) Pattern 2a + OPRe/Z: si-y-ee[lol-aimg-a] 'he does not see himself 
MHA: 0"] MHS OHA 
H HH H HH 

I I f'\" 
si-a-e[lol-aang-a] ~ si-a-e[lol-aang-a] ~ Does Not Apply ~ 

Hiatus Resolution 
H H H 

I ~ 
si-y-ee[lol-aang-a] 

To conclude this section, let us briefly mention an alternative analysis of 
Pattern 2 adopted in an earlier version of this paper in which Pattern 2 tonal prop
erties are derived from those of Pattern 1. Two generalizations motivate the alter
native analysis. First, Pattern 1 and Pattern 2 tenses are morpho-syntactically re
lated: Pattern 2 tenses are the negative counterparts of Pattern I tenses. Second, 
there is a tonal near-parallel between the two melodies: the Pattern 2 melodic H is 
generally found on the moras of the leftmost syllable of the corresponding Pattern 
I melodic H. The only difference is in monosyllabic stems following H, in which 
the Pattern 2 melodic H does not surface but the Pattern I melodic H does. Pat
tern 2 is therefore derived in the alternative analysis by first applying the Pattern 
I rules of MHA and spreading, followed by a rule that iteratively delinks the right 
branch of a multiply linked tone from right to left across the stem. For example, 
si-f3a-li[liingeer-a] ta 'they will not watch' is derived by assigning the melodic H 
to the stem-final mora, followed by leftward spreading rules and then Delinking: 
(MHA: Final) si-f3a-li[liingeer-a] ta ~ (Minimal Spread) si-f3a-li[/iingeer-a] ta 
~ (Delinking) si-f3a-li[/iingeer-a] tao 

This alternative is appealing since it correctly predicts a number of paral
lels between Patterns I and 2, including the surface position of the melodic H, 
and the facts that (i) the melodic H surfaces after a H-toned prefix (in disyllabic 
and longer stems), (ii) a H-toned prefix does not double onto the stem-initial 
mora, and (iii) the H of the reflexive does not surface on the stem-initial syllable. 
The fact that the Pattern 2 melodic H does not surface on a monosyllabic stem 
after a H-toned prefix is predicted by the analysis noted above for Pattern 1 
forms-the rule of Fusion that blocks H[H] Deletion in Pattern I would not apply 
in Pattern 2, since Fusion is specific to Pattern 1 contexts, so the melodic H would 
be deleted from a monosyllabic stem after a H-toned prefix, as in other Patterns. 
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The two alternatives are therefore extensionally equivalent. The present 
analysis has been chosen over the alternative primarily because it is more trans
parent. Additionally, by assigning the melodic H directly to the left edge of the 
stem, the present analysis emphasizes parallels in the surface position of the Pat
tern 2 and Pattern 4 melodic Hs, allowing the other differences among these 
melodies to be captured by parameterizing the MHA rules to be sensitive (or not) 
to the presence or absence of a H before the target moras. IS 

4.2 Pattern 2b. As indicated in (45), there is one tense in Tura with the Pattern 
2b tonal properties, the Immediate Past Negative. The affirmative form of this 
tense, the Immediate Past, is a Pattern I b tense, just as the Pattern I a Indefinite 
Future and Present tenses have negative counterparts in Pattern 2a. However, the 
negative counterparts of other Pattern I b tenses do not have Pattern 2b counter
parts: the Near Future Negative and the Remote Future Negative take the Pattern 
I b tonal melody, just like their affirmative counterparts. 

(45) Pattern 2b tense 
Immediate Past Negative 

As in Pattern I, the categorization of Pattern 2 into "a" and "b" subtypes 
reflects a difference in the underlying tone of the tense prefix: the Immediate Past 
Negative has a H-toned tense prefix xa-. Pattern 2b forms without an object prefix 
are identical to Pattern 2a forms with an object prefix: the melodic H is not real
ized on monosyllabic stems (46a), but it is realized on the moras of the initial 
syllable of disyllabic stems (46b) and on the moras of the second syllable of tri
syllabic and longer stems (46c). The analysis of Pattern 2b forms lacking an ob
ject prefix is identical to that of Pattern 2a forms with an object prefix. 

(46) Immediate Past Negative' he did not just ... ' 
a. sl-y-a-xa[ly-a] ta 'eat' sl-y-a-xa[tsy-a] ta 'go' 

b. Si-y-a-xii[j3ek-a] tii [0] 'shave' 
Si-y-a-xa[reej3-a] ta 'ask' 

Si-y-a-xa[161-a] ta [0] 
Si-y-a-xa[teex-a] tii 

'see' 
'cook' 

15 A minor challenge posed by the alternative analysis is why the Delinking rule does not apply 
in other contexts, especially Pattern 1. Delinking would have to be a Pattern-specific rule. 
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c. s'l-y-a-xa[~akal-a] ta 'set out' s'l-y-a-xa[~ukul-a] ta 'take' 
s'l-y-a-xa[karaang-a] ta 'fry 

, 
s'l-y-a-xa[~00161-a] ta 'untie 

, 

s'l-y-a-xa[fuundix-a] ta 'knot' Si-y-a-xa[liingeer-a] ta 
, 
watch' 

s'l-y-a-xa[ fuundulul-a] ta 'unknot' Si-y-a-xa[kaangulul-a] ta 
, 
untie 

, 

Pattern 2b forms with V -initial stems are also tonally identical to the corre
sponding Pattern 2a forms with an object prefix. The prefix H and stem-initial H 
surface as a single long level H in disyllabic stems (47a)-the predictable combi
nation of H+H-while in longer stems (4 7b), the prefix H is realized as a fall 
through resyllabification with the toneless stem-initial mora, and the melodic H 
surfaces on the moras of the second syllable of the stem. 

(47) Immediate Past Negative V-initial stems' he did not just ... ' 
a. Si-y-a-x[eemb-a] ta 'sing' Si-y-a-x[eey-a] ta 

b. s'l-y-a-x[aanlx-a] ta 'set out' 
Si-y-a-x[aandilk-a] ta 'write' 

Si-y-a-x[eerlix-a] ta 
s'l-y-a-x[aasyaak-a] ta 

'sweep' 

'run' 
'split 
wood' 

As in Pattern 1 b forms with an object prefix, the combination of two H
toned prefixes in Pattern 2b results in the deletion of the H of the object prefix by 
Meeussen's Rule. The melodic H is realized in its expected positions: on all mo
ras of the initial syllable of monosyllabic (48a) and disyllabic (48b) stems and on 
all moras of the second syllable of trisyllabic and longer stems (48c), due to the 
application of MHA: a1 and MHS.16 As in other negative forms when the me
lodic H surfaces on the final vowel, the negative enclitic ta is realized at the same 
pitch level as the preceding melodic H in monosyllabic stems. 

16There is a variant pronunciation of the monosyllabic stems in the audio paradigm archive that 
lacks a melodic H: si-y-a-xa-mu[xw-a] ta [0] 'he did not just pay dowry', si-y-a-xa-mu[ ry-a] 

ta [0] 'he did not just fear him', suggesting variation in the order of H[H] Deletion and 
Meeussen's Rule. It may be that these fonTIs are errors or reflect an influence of the closely 
related Khayo dialect, which also has a toneless monosyllabic stem in this context, e.g., si-y

a-Xa-mU[l:V-a] 'he did not just fear him' (Marlo 2009). 
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(48) Immediate Past Negative + OP 'he did not just ... him' 
a. Si-y-a-xa-mu[ry-a] ta [0] 'fear' Si-y-a-xa-mu[xw-a] ta [0] 'pay 

dowry' 

b. Si-y-a-xa-mu[pek-a] ta 
Si-y-a-xa-mu[tIlnd-a] ta 

'shave' Si-y-a-xa-mu[161-a] ta 
'wait for' Si-y-a-xa-mu[reep-a] ta 

c. Si-y-a-xa-mu[pukul-a] ta 
Si-y-a-xa-mu[lexuul-a] ta 
Si-y-a-xa-mu[teex-er-a] ta 
Si-y-a-xa-mu[liingeer-a] ta 
Si-y-a-xa-mu[lomalom-er-a] ta 

'take' 
'release' 
'cook for' 
'watch' 
'speak for' 

'see' 
'ask' 

In VCV stems with an object prefix (49a), there is a rising tone on the de
rived long stem-initial syllable, the expected combination of V+V. In longer V
initial stems (49b), the moras of the stem-initial syllable are toneless, and the 
melodic H is realized on the moras of the second syllable of the stem. 

(49) Immediate Past Negative + OP V-initial stems 'he did not just ... him' 
a. Si-y-a-xa-mw[aar-a] ta [0] 'operate on' 

Si-y-a-xa-mw[ur-a] ta [0] 'kill' 

b. Si-y-a-xa-mw[iimb-lr-a] ta 
Si-y-a-xa-mw[ aandilk-ir-a] ta 

'sing for' 
'write for' 

Like other Pattem 1-2 forms, the H of the reflexive does not surface in 
Pattern 2b, and with the exception of the monosyllabic stem, the melodic H is re
alized in the expected positions: on the moras of the initial syllable of disyllabic 
stems and on the second syllable of trisyllabic and longer stems. The H of the 
tense prefix xa- and the toneless reflexive predictably combine as a fall. 

(50) Immediate Past Negative + OPR~ll [0] 'he did not just ... himself 
Si-y-a-x-ee[ry-a] ta 'fear' Si-y-a-x-ee[pal-a] ta 'count' 
Si-y-a-x-ee[pek-a] ta 'shave' Si-y-a-x-ee[fwaal-a] ta 'dress' 
Si-y-a-x-ee[reep-a] ta 'ask' Si-y-a-x-ee[fumlr-a] ta 'stab' 
Si-y-a-x-ee[teex-er-a] ta 'cook for' Si-y-a-x-ee[lexuul-a] ta 'release' 
Si-y-a-x-ee[ fuunlx-a] ta 'cover' Si-y-a-x-ee[liingeer-a] ta 'watch' 
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The H of the reflexive does not surface for the same reasons as in other Pattern 1-
2 forms: the melodic H is first assigned to the stem, which blocks assignment of 
the H of the reflexive to the stem; OHA requires the first two syllables of the stem 
to be free, as we see in Pattern 3-4 forms below. 17 

5. Pattern 3. 

Pattern 3 differs from Patterns 1-2 in the position of the melodic H, which sur
faces only on the stem-final mora in Pattern 3. There are two Pattern 3 melodic 
subtypes that differ in the tone of object prefixes: the H of an object prefix 
spreads to the stem-initial mora in Pattern 3a, while the H of an object prefix 
shifts to the moras of the stem-initial syllable in Pattern 3b. Unlike in Patterns 1-
2, the reflexive H surfaces on the moras of the stem-initial syllable in Pattern 3. 

5.1 Pattern 3a. As indicated in (51), the lone tense with the Pattern 3a classifi-
cation is the Hodiernal Perfective. 

(51) Pattern 3a tense 
Hodiernal Perfective 

The examples in (52)-(53) show that all verb stems, whether C-initial or V-initial, 
are realized with a H on the stem-final mora in Pattern 3a. 

(52) Hodiernal Perfective 'he (a) / they (13a) ... ed' 
a[l-iire] 'eat' a[ n yw -eere] 'drink' 
a[kon-ere] 'sleep' a[xin-ire] 'dance 

, 

a[teex-ere] 'cook' a[ xeeng-ere] 'cut' 
a[13ukuul-e] 'take' a[xalaak-e] 'cut' 
a[karaang-ire] 'fry' a[fuundiix-e] 'knot' 
13a[liing-aan-e] 'watch e.o. 

, 
13 a[liingaal-ire] 'watch' 

13 a[ saangaal-ire] 'be happy' a[fuunduluul-e] 'unknot' 

17 As indicated in fn. 16, the attested examples of monosyllabic stems in Pattern 2b show varia
tion in the realization of the melodic H. The example in (50) was e1icted only once and 
should be re-checked; I suspect that si-y-a-x-ee[ry-a] ta is the appropriate but currently unat
tested form for 'he did not just fear himself. It is surprising that the melodic H does not sur
face here since the floating H of the reflexive does not trigger H[H] Deletion in other con
texts, such as Pattern 2a forms like si-y-ee[ry-a] 'he does not fear himself. 
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(53) Hodiernal Perfective V-initial stems 'he ... ed' 
y[aak-ire] 'weed' y[eey-ere] 
y[eeruux-e] 'run' y[aandiik-ire] 

'sweep' 
'write' 

191 

When an object prefix precedes the stem, the melodic H is realized on the 
stem-final mora, and the H of an object prefix spreads to the stem-initial mora. 
The examples in (54b) with stem-initial long vowel make it clear that the H of the 
object prefix spreads only to the stem-initial mora (and not, e.g., to all moras of 
the stem-initial syllable). Note that spreading applies in the CVVCV stem, even 
though the melodic H occupies the mora of the second stem syllable, cf. Pattern 
1-2 forms where the melodic H blocks spreading of the H of the object prefix. 

(54) Hodiernal Perfective + OP 'he ... ed him (mu) / them (Pa) 
a. a-mu[pek-ere] 'shave' a-mu[xup-ire] 'hit' 

a-mu[pukuul-e] 'take' a-mu[lexuul-ire] 'release' 

b. a-mu[r-'iire] 
a-pa[saamuul-e] 

'fear' 
'beat' 

a-pa[Ilind-ire] 
a-p a[Ilingeer-ere] 

'wait for' 
'watch' 

The data in (55) show that the 1 sg object prefix has the same general tonal 
patterns as CV- object prefixes: the melodic H surfaces on the stem-final mora, 
and the H of the object prefix surfaces on the mora immediately preceding the 
stem and on the stem-initial mora. With the nasal prefix, the pre-stem mora is the 
second half of a derived long vowel, so the H of the object prefix is realized as 
part of a rising tone. 

(55) Hodiernal Perfective + OP1sg [0] 'he ... ed me' 
y-aa[r-'iire] 'fear' y-aa[mbek-ere] 
y-aa[niir-ire] 'kill' y-aa[mind-ire] 
y -aa[ ndeep -ere] 'ask' y -aa[ mbukuul-e] 
y-aa[nyimb-iir-e] 'sing for' y-aa[mbooloo1-e] 
y-aa[ ndexuul-ire] 'release' y -aa[ mingeer-ere] 
y-aa[nzasyaak-iir-e] 'split for' y-aa[mbodooxaan-e] 

'shave' 
'wait for' 
'take' 
'untie' 
'watch' 
'go around' 

In the V -initial stems in (56), the melodic H is realized on the stem-final 
mora, and the H of the object prefix surfaces as a level H on the derived stem
initial long vowel. 
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(56) Hodiernal Perfective + OP V-initial stems 'he ... ed him' 
a-mw[eeny-ere] 'want' a-mw~lr-ire] 
a-mw[iimb-iir-e] 'sing for' a-mw[aimdiik-ire] 

'kill ' 
'employ' 

Unlike in Pattern 1-2, the H of the reflexive surfaces in Pattern 3. Unlike a 
prefix H that doubles from its underlying position to the stem-initial mora, the H 
of the reflexive surfaces on all moras of the stem-initial syllable. The only excep
tion to this generalization is in CVVCV stems such as y-ee[r-iire] 'he feared him
self', where the stem-initial and stem-final syllables are adjacent, and the reflex
ive H is realized only on the stem-initial mora. 

(57) Hodiernal Perfective + OPRetl 'he ... ed himself 
y-ee[r-tire] [0] 'fear' y-ee[~ek-ere] 
y-ee[y-tr-ire] 'kill' y-ee[fwaal-ire] [0] 
y-ee[ree~-ere] [0] 'ask' y-ee[fumiir-e] [0] 
y-ee[y-tmb-iir-e] 'sing for' y-ee[~661001-e] 

y-ee[teex-eer-e] 'cook for' y-ee[lexuul-ire] 
y-ee[y-asyaak-iir-e] 'spill for' y-ee[karaang-iir-e] 
y-ee[kaanguluul-e] 'untie' 

'shave' 
'dress' 
'stab' 
'untie' 
'release' 
'fry for' 

Although the Pattern 3 melodic H is realized on the stem-final mora, as in 
Pattern 1, Pattern 3 forms are not derived by the Pattern 1 rule of MHA. A dis
tinct MHA rule is posited for Pattern 3: MHA: Final II in (58), which applies later 
in tonal derivations than Pattern I MHA. 

(58) MHA: Final II 
H' 

/J. ]stem (Pattern 3) 

The derivation in (59) show the straightforward account of Pattern 3a forms 
lacking an object prefix, where the melodic H is assigned to the stem-final mora. 

(59) Pattern 3a: a[karaang-ire] 'he fried' 
MHA: Final II 

H 
I 
I 
I 
I 

a[karaang-ire] 
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The later version of MHA: Final II is motivated by differences between 
Pattern 3 and Pattern I with respect to the rules of Doubling and Object H As
signment, given in (60). Doubling spreads H from the pre-stem mora to the stem
initial mora, provided that the moras of the first two syllables of the stem are free. 
OHA assigns the H of the reflexive to the moras of the stem-initial syllable, pro
vided that the target moras and the moras of the second syllable of the stem, if 
there is one, are free. These rules fail to apply in Pattern 1-2, but both rules apply 
in Pattern 3. As we see below, Doubling and OHA apply in Pattern 4 when a 
melodic H that nonnally occupies the moras of one of the first two stem syllables 
does not surface. When the melodic H does surface on these positions, as in Pat
terns 1-2, a prefix H does not double, and the reflexive H does not surface. 

(60) Doubling OHA: ai 
H H' 

f""", 
, 

H is con-I', 
I , 

fl stem [fl' (fl') 

rY'J 
~' (~') [y'j tributed by 

V V anOP 
0" stcm[ 0" 

Doubling applies in trisyllabic and longer stems (6Ia) in Pattern 3a since 
the melodic H does not occupy the mora of the first two syllables of the stem. 
Doubling also applies in CVVCV stems ( 61 b), where the melodic H does occupy 
the moras of the second syllable of the stem. To account for this, MHA: Final II is 
ordered after Doubling, so the mora of the second stem syllable is free when 
Doubling applies. 

(61) Pattern 3a + OP 
a. Trisyllabic and longer stems: a-j3a[liingeer-ere] 'he watched them' 

Doubling MHA: Final II 
H H H H 

r\ r\ i 
a-j3 a[liingeer-ere] ~ a-j3a[liingeer-ere] 

b. CVVCV stems: a-mu[r-'iire] 'he feared him' 
Doubling MHA: Final II 

H H H H 

r"", ~ I 
a-mu[r-iire] ~ a-mu[r-iire] 
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Like Doubling, OHA precedes MHA: Final, so the H of the reflexive is as
signed to the moras of the stem-initial syllable, and then the melodic H is as
signed to the stem-final mora. 

(62) Pattern 3a + OPRe//: y-ee[fwiuil-ire] 'he dressed himself' 
OHA: 0'1 MHA: Final II Hiatus Resolution 

H H H H H H 

~ I ~ I 
-+ a-e[fwaal-ire] -+ y-ee[fwaal-ire] a-e[ fwaal-ire] 

To account for the fact that the H of the reflexive surfaces on the stem
initial syllable as a falling tone before the melodic H in y-ee[r-iire] 'he feared 
himself', a late rule of Pre-H Delinking is posited in (63) to create the falling 
tone; a level H is otherwise expected on the stem-initial syllable. 

(63) Pre-H Delinking 
H H 

1\1 
f·q·Ql 

VI 
(J (J 

Pre-H Delinking enforces the generalization that CVVCV sequences are not 
found in Tura as the output of two distinct Hs. I R 

5.2 Pattern 3b. As indicated in (64), the lone tense with the Pattern 3b tonal 
properties in Tura is the Imperativesg. 

IX All known cases of potential (CVV)H(CV)H are word-final, so the falling tone is created in 
penultimate position. Other Luyia dialects such as Tachoni restrict falling tones to penulti
mate position (Odden 2007), but this is not the case in Tura, where falling tones can be de
rived in any position through resyllabification of V+V. A reviewer observes that there are 
structural similarities between Pre-H Delinking and [H-H)" Delinking and asks whether the 
two rules can be combined: "Both have two syllables, the first being bimoraic. Both have two 
Hs, one of which is multiply linked. Both delete the middle, inner link of the doubly linked 
H. Both are late rules." These are all excellent observations, but it is unclear how to combine 
the two rules, given the format of rules assumed here. 
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Imperativesg 
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The Pattern 3b fonns in (65)-(66) are identical to the Pattern 3a examples lacking 
an object prefix: the stem-final mora surfaces H, irrespective of the number of 
syllables in the stem. As in Pattern 3a, these fonns are accounted for by the appli
cation ofMHA: Final II. 

(65) Imperativesg ' ... !' 
[ly-a] 'eat' 
[pek-a] 'shave' 
[fwiimb-a] 'cover 

, 

[teex-a] 'cook' 
[pukul-a] 'take' 
[fuundix -a] 'knot' 
[liingeer-a] 'watch' 

(66) Imperativesg V-initial stems' ... !' 
[y-ak-a] 'weed' 
[y-anix-a] 'set out to dry 
[y -andiik -a] 

, 
write' 

[xw-a] 
[xin-a] 
[reep-a] 
[pakal-a] 
[karaang -a] 
[fwiimbul-a] 
[lomalom-a] 

[imb-a] 
, 

[irux-a] 
[y-asyaak-a] 

'pay dowry' 
'dance' 
'ask' 
'set out to dry' 
'fry' 
'uncover' 
'talk' 

'sing' 
'run' 
'split' 

Pattern 3b fonns with an object prefix have a melodic H on the stem-final 
mora, as expected, but the tonal pattern of the object prefix is different from all 
fonns with an object prefix in Tura. The H of the object prefix does not surface in 
its underlying position but on the moras of the stem-initial syllable. In monosyl
labic stems (67a), the lone stem mora surfaces H. In CVCV stems (67b), the me
lodic H on the stem-final mora is downstepped following the H of the object pre
fix on the stem-initial mora. In CVVCV stems (67c), the H of the object prefix 
surfaces as a fall on the stem-initial syllable before the melodic H, as in CVVCV 
stems in Pattern 3a with the reflexive. In longer stems (67d), the H of the object 
prefix is realized as a level H on the moras of the stem-initial syllable, as in long 
stems in Pattern 3a with the reflexive. 
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(67) Imperativesg + OP ' ... him!' 
a. mu[ry-e] 'fear' mu[xw-e] 'pay dowry' 

b. mu[~e'k-e] 'shave' mu[ru'm-e] 'send' 

c. mu[fwaal-e] 'dress' mu[ree~-e] 'ask' 

d. mu[~ukul-e] 'take' mu[lesher-e] 'forgive 
, 

mu[lexuul-e] 'release 
, 

mu[~oolol-e] 
, 
untie' 

mu[teexer-e] 
, 
cook for 

, 
mu[tI'ingeer-e] 'look at' 

mu[karaang-ir-e] 'fry for' mu[~otooxan-e] 'go around' 

The data in (68) show that the 1 sg object prefix has the same tonal proper
ties as other eV - object prefixes. Monosyllabic stems surface H. eve V stems 
have a stem-initial H followed by a downstepped melodic H on the final mora. 
The H of the object prefix surfaces as a fall on the stem-initial syllable in 
eVVeV stems, before the melodic H on the final. In longer stems, the H of the 
object prefix is realized as a level H on all moras of the stem-initial syllable, and 
the melodic H is realized on the stem-final mora. 

(68) Imperative,g + OP1sg [0] ' ... me!' 
[ry-e] 'fear' [mbe'k-e] 'shave' 
[nii'r-e] 'kill' [mind-e] 

, 
wait for 

, 

[ndee~-e] 'ask' [ny'imb-ir-e] 'sing for 
, 

[mbukul-e] 'take' [ndexuul-e] 'release' 
[mboolol-e] 'untie 

, 
[nungaal-e] 

, 
watch' 

[nzasyaak -ir-e] 'split for 
, 

[mbodooxan-e] 'go around' 

When V -initial stems co-occur with an object prefix in Pattern 3b, all forms 
realize the melodic H on the stem-final mora and have a rise on the derived long 
stem-initial syllable-the predictable combination of 0+H. In VeV stems (69a), 
the melodic H on the stem-final mora is down stepped, following the H of the ob
ject prefix. 

(69) Imperative"" + OP V-initial stems ' ... him!' 
a. mw[aa!r-e] 'operate on' mw[il'r-e] 'kill' 

b. mw[ilmb-ir-e] 'sing for' mw[aandiik-ir-e] 'write for' 
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The H of the object prefix is realized on all moras of the stem-initial sylla
ble in Pattern 3b, just like the reflexive H in Pattern 3a. This is analyzed as a two
part process. First, the rule of Wd-Initial Delinking in (70) delinks the H of an 
object prefix from word-initial position. The only verbal context in which Wd
Initial Delinking applies is the Pattern 3b Imperativesg, since it is the only tense 
that lacks subject prefixes. 19 

(70) Wd-lnitial Delinking 
H 

t 
wd[1l 

(H is contributed by 
an object prefix) 

After the H of the object prefix is set free by Wd-Initial Delinking, it is relinked 
to the moras of the stem-initial syllable by OHA: () I-the rule that links the H of 
the reflexive to the moras of the stem-initial syllable. The melodic H is then as
signed to the stem-final mora by MHA: Final II. Derivation (7Ia) shows that in 
monosyllabic stems it is the H of the object prefix which surfaces on the stem, not 
the melodic H. In CVCV stems (71 b), the melodic H immediately follows the H 
of the object prefix and is downstepped. As discussed in section 3.1, this could be 
the result of a rule of Fusion, which is ordered before the melodic H is assigned to 
the stem-final (or which applies only across a morphological boundary), or due to 
a rule of Default L Insertion, which is ordered before MHA: Final II. In stems 
with an initial long vowel (71 d), the H of the object prefix is linked by OHA to 
both moras of the syllable, but in CVVCV stems (7lc), Pre-H Delinking renders 
the stem-initial H into a fall before the melodic H. 

(71) Pattern 3b + OP 
a. Monosyllabic stems: mu[ry-e] 'fear him!' 

Wd-lnitial Delinking aHA: u] MHA: Finalll 
H H H H 

m~[ry-e] ~ m~~~=~] ~ Does Not Apply 

19 Wd-1nitial Delinking does not apply to the H of the negative prefix sl-, which surfaces in 
word-initial position in various negative tenses, motivating the restriction that only the H of 
an object prefix undergoes the rule. We should look to other unstudied contexts, especially 
nouns, to see if this rule applies in other environments. 
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b. CVCV stems: mu[~e'k-e] 'shave him!' 
Wd-Initial Delinking OHA: cr] 

H H H H 

t 
mu[~ek-e] 

c. CVVCV stems: mu[ree~-e] 'ask him!' 
Wd-Initial Delinking OHA: cr] 

H H H H 

t 
mu[ree~-e] 

Pre-H Delinking 
H H 

~ I 
mu[ree~-e] 

~ mu[ree~-e] 

MHA: Final II 
HH 

I I 

~ mu[~ek-e] 

MHA: Final II 
H H 

~ I 

~ mu[ree~-e] 

d. Trisyllabic and longer stems: mu[riingeer-e] 'watch him!' 
Wd-Initial Delinking OHA: crI MHA: Final II 

H H H H H H 
J "'~ ~ t ", 1\ 

I 
I 
I 
I 

mu[liingeer-e] ~ mu[liingeer-e] ~ mu[liingeer-e] 

Pattern 3b forms with the reflexive prefix are provided in (72). These data 
are tonally identical to Pattern 3b forms with an object prefix and Pattern 3a 
forms with the reflexive, with a H on all moras of the stem-initial syllable and the 
melodic H on the stem-final mora. 

(72) Imperativesg + OPRet/ ... yourself1' 
w-e[ry-e] [0] 'fear' 
w-e[y-i!r-e] [0] 'kill' 
w-e[reef3-e] 'ask' 
w-e[y'imb-ir-e] [0] 'sing for' 
w-e[teexer-e] 'cook for' 
w-e[y-asyaak-ir-e] [0] 'split for' 
w-e[kiifmgulul-e] [0] 'untie' 

w-e[~e'k-e] 
w-e[fwaal-e] [0] 
w-e[fumir-e] [0] 
w-e[~66101-e] 
w-e[lexuul-e] [0] 
w-e[karaang-ir-e] 

'shave' 
'dress' 
'stab' 
'untie' 
'release' 
'fry for' 
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The analysis of these forms is identical to the Pattern 3a forms with the reflexive: 
the H of the reflexive is assigned to all moras of the stem-initial syllable by OHA, 
followed by assignment of the melodic H to the stem-final mora by MHA: Final 
II. Pre-H Delinking renders level H into fall before H in CVVCV stems. 

6. Pattern 4. 

Pattern 4 has three subtypes: 4a, 4b, and 4c. In all three, the melodic H interacts 
in interesting ways with H-toned prefixes. The melodic H does not surface after a 
H-toned prefix in Patterns 4a-b; the melodies differ in that the Pattern 4a melodic 
H is consistently realized on the moras of the stem-initial syllable, while the Pat
tern 4b melodic H is realized on the moras of the first or second syllable of the 
stem, depending on the number of syllables in the stem, as in Pattern 2. The Pat
tern 4c melodic H surfaces in the same stem positions as the Pattern 2 and Pattern 
4b melodic Hs but is realized only after a H-toned prefix. 

6.1 Pattern 4a. As indicated in (73), Pattern 4a is found in affirmative and 
negative forms of the Remote Past. This section is primarily concerned with the 
description and analysis of the affirmative form of the Remote Past, but a few to
nal anomalies are found in the data collected in the Remote Past Negative forms 
and are discussed at the end of this section. 

(73) Pattern 4a tenses 
Remote Past Remote Past Negative 

The Pattern 4a Remote Past has a melodic H, but it does not surface in 
forms that lack an object prefix. The examples in (74) show that the tense prefix 
a- and the stem-initial mora are H.20 Crucially, the second mora of a stem-initial 
long syllable is toneless, as shown by the examples in (74b). The H on the stem
initial mora reflects Doubling of the H of the tense prefix a-. If there were a me-

20 Initial y- is epenthetic, blocking an otherwise illicit word-initial long vowel. Initial y- epen
thesis before an initial long vowel is also found in the Hesternal Perfective forms in (146) 
with the 3sg subject prefix a- and the tense prefix a- and in the Present tense examples in 
(142) with the Isg object prefix N-, which causes the initial vowel to lengthen. A complete 
study of Tura prosody has not been undertaken, and some prosodic alternations in the Remote 
Past and Remote Past Negative, such as vowel shortening (see Dalgish 1986), are not fully 
understood. 
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lodic H on the stem-initial syllable, as we see below in forms with an object pre
fix, the melodic H would occupy both moras of a stem-initial long syllable. The 
combination of the underlying vowels of the 3sg subject prefix a- and the tense 
prefix a- is predictably realized as a rising tone. 

(74) Remote Past [0] 'he (y-) / they (p-) ... ed' 
a. y-aa[fw-a] 'die' y-aa[tsy-a] 

y-aa[ sap-a] 'beg' y-aa[ xln-a] 
y-aa[pakal-a] 'set out' y-aa[pukul-a] 
y -aa[karaang -a] 'fry' y-aa[lexuul-a] 
y-aa[lomalom-a] 'talk' 

b. y-aa[reep-a] 'ask' y-aa[teex-a] 
y-aa[fuundix-a] 'knot' y -aa[ saakuul-a] 
y-aa[ saambuul-a] 'de-roof' 
y-aa[ fuundix-aang-a] 'knot' p -aa[ teex -an -ir -a] 

'go 
, 

'dance 
, 

'take' 
'release 

, 

'cook' 
'destroy 
the roof' 

'cook for e.o.' 

The following Pattern 4a forms with a V-initial stem have three underlying 
vowels in hiatus-the 3sg subject prefix a-, the tense prefix a-, and the stem-initial 
vowel-but one of these vowels is not realized on the surface. Although it appears 
from the quality of the surface V that one of the underlying prefix V s is deleted in 
the examples in (75), a rising tone emerges, as though it is the stem-initial V 
which is deleted. 

(75) Remote Past V-initial stems [0] 'he ... ed' 
y[aak-a] 'weed' y[eemb-a] 
y[aanix-a] 'set out to dry' y[eerux-a] 
y[aandiik-a] 'write' y[aasyaak-a] 

'sing' 
'run' 
'split wood' 

In combination with an object prefix, the H of the object prefix is deleted 
after the H of the tense prefix a- (whose syllable is subject to vowel shortening, 
see fn. 20). As the examples in (76b) show, the melodic H is realized on all moras 
of the stem-initial syllable, which makes it clear that the melodic H is not present 
in the forms without an object prefix since only the initial mora of a stem-initial 
long syllable is H in those examples, reflecting Doubling of the prefix H. 
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(76) Remote Past + OP 'he ... ed him' 
a. y-a-mu[ry-a] 'fear' y-a-mu[xw-a] 'pay dowry' 

y-a-mu[~ek-a] 'shave' y-a-mu[lol-a] 'see' 
y-a-mu[~ ukul-a] 'take' y-a-mu[lexer-a] 'forgive 

, 

y-a-mu[lexuul-a] 'release 
, 

b. y-a-mu[loond-a] 'follow 
, 

y-a-mu[ ree~-a] 'ask' 
y-a-mu[~oolol-a] 'untie' y-a-mu[teex-er-a] 'cook for 

, 

y-a-mu[riingeer-a] 
, 
watch' y-a-mu[ saangaas-y-a] 'please 

, 

The examples in (77) show that the vowel before the 1 sg object prefix is 
long, and a fall is realized on this long pre-stem syllable. This is parallel to the 
examples with a CV - object prefix, where the object prefix is toneless, since fall 
is the predictable combination of H+0. The melodic H is realized on all moras of 
the stem-initial syllable, as in forms with a CV - object prefix. 

(77) Remote Past + OPlsg [0] 'he ... ed me' 
y-aa[ry-a] 'fear' y-aa[mbek-a] 
y-aa[ niir-a] 'kill' y-aa[ niind-a] 
y-aa[ndee~-a] 'ask' y-aa[mbukul-a] 
y-aa[ny'imb-ir-a] 'sing for' y-aa[ndexuul-a] 
y-aa[mboolol-a] 'untie' y-aa[nzasyaak-ir-a] 
y-aa[ mbodooxan-a] 'go around' 

'shave' 
'wait for' 
'take' 
'release' 
'split for' 

The examples in (78) show that in the context of an object prefix and a V
initial stem, the melodic H is realized as a rising tone-the predictable combina
tion of the toneless object prefix and the stem-initial melodic H. 

(78) Remote Past + OP V-initial stems [0] 'he ... ed him' 
y-a-mw[aar-a] 'operate on' y-a-mw[ilr-a] 'kill' 
y-a-mw[ilmb-ir-a] 'sing for' y-a-mw[ilxas-y-a] 'make sit' 
y-a-mw[aandiik-ir-a] 'write for' y-a-mw[aasyaak-ir-a] 'split wood for' 

Pattern 4a forms with the reflexive prefix are provided in (79). These forms 
have a falling tone on the syllable merging the H of the tense prefix a- with the 
toneless reflexive, and each form surfaces with a level H on the moras of the 
stem-initial syllable. This contrasts with Pattern 4a forms that lack an object pre-
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fix, in which the melodic H does not surface, the H of the tense prefix doubling to 
the stem-initial mora, e.g.,y-aa[teex-aang-a] 'he was cooking'. 

(79) Remote Past + OPRel1 'he ... ed himself 
y-ee[ry-a] [0] 'fear' y-ee[f3ek-a] 
y-ee[y-'ir-a] 'kill' y-ee[reef3-a] 
y-ee[ sLuIng-a] 'be proud of' y-ee[ fUmir-a] 
y-ee[y-'imb-ir-a] 'sing for' y-ee[y-andiik-a] 
y-ee[teex-er-a] 'cook for' y-ee[karaang-ir-a] 

'shave' 
'ask' 
'stab' 
'employ' 
'fry for' 

The Pattern 4a forms are analyzed with a MHA rule that resembles but is 
ultimately different from the Pattern 2 MHA rule. This rule, called MHA:cr 1111 ' _ 
and formalized in (SO), assigns H to all moras of the stem-initial syllable, as long 
as the target moras and the immediately preceding mora are toneless. 

(SO) MHA: u] / fl' _ 
H' , 
I', 
I , 

11 '(11 ')~ ,(~,) 

VV 
cr stem[ cr 

(Patterns 4a-b) 

The derivation in (SI) shows that the melodic H fails to be assigned in forms that 
lack an object prefix because the moras of the stem-initial syllable are immedi
ately preceded by the H-toned tense prefix a-. Since the stem-initial mora is free, 
the H of the tense prefix then undergoes Doubling. 

(SI) Pattern 4a: y-aa[teex-aang-a] 'he was cooking' 
Input MHA: u] / fl' _ Doubling 

HH H H 

I r'", 
y-aa[teex-aang-a] ----) Does Not Apply ----) y-aa[teex-aang-a] 

The derivation in (S2) shows that when there is an object prefix, the H of 
the object prefix is first deleted by Meeussen' s Rule. As a result, the mora imme
diately preceding the stem is toneless, so the melodic H is assigned to all moras of 
the stem-initial syllable. 
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(82) Pattern 4a + OP: y-a-mu[teex-er-a] 'he cooked for him' 
Meeussen's Rule MHA: u] / fl' _ Doubling 

H H ~0 H H H 

I I I!\ 
y-a-mu[teex-er-a] ~ y-a-mu[teex-er-a] ~ Does Not Apply 

The Pattern 4a forms with the reflexive raise the question as to whether the 
H that surfaces on the stem-initial syllable is the H of the reflexive or the melodic 
H. It is not possible to tell from the Pattern 4a forms alone since the reflexive H 
and the melodic H both surface on all moras of the stem-initial syllable. In Pattern 
4b, there is evidence that it is the H of the reflexive which surfaces and not the 
melodic H. Since Pattern 4a and Pattern 4b are analyzed here as having the same 
rule of MHA, this analysis treats the H in Pattern 4a forms with the reflexive as 
the reflexive H. This is accounted for by OHA ordering before MHA. Once the H 
of the reflexive is assigned to the moras of the stem-initial syllable, the melodic H 
is blocked from being assigned to the stem. 

Before turning to the Remote Past Negative, let us briefly address an alter
native analysis, adopted in a previous draft of this paper, which treats the failure 
of the Pattern 4a-b melodic H to surface after a H-toned prefix as the deletion of 
the melodic H from the stem-initial position by Meeussen's Rule after it has been 
assigned to the stem. Within the analysis developed to this point, the "assign then 
delete" analysis is problematic since it would require ordering relationships be
tween MHA rules and Meeussen' s Rule that are incompatible with other ordering 
relationships among the MHA rules. We have seen that the the melodic H sur
faces after a H-toned prefix in Patterns 1-3. This would require the Pattern 4a-b 
rule ofMHA to precede Meeussen's Rule, which precedes the Pattern 1-3 rules of 
MHA. As is discussed further in section 7, the fact that the reflexive H is realized 
in Patterns 4a-c but not Patterns 1-2 provides evidence for ordering Pattern 1-2 
MHA rules before the Pattern 4a-c MHA rules. The present approach allows the 
derivation of Pattern 4a-b forms to be more transparent, and it extends naturally 
to a formulation of Pattern 4c MHA that requires a preceding H. If the absence of 
a melodic H on the surface is uniformly analyzed as the result of Meeussen' s 
Rule, then the analysis of Pattern 4c forms, in which the melodic H is realized 
only in combination with a H-toned prefix, becomes quite opaque. 

This section concludes with a discussion of the Remote Past Negative, a 
tense that has not been thoroughly studied, but whose collected data seem to have 
tonal differences compared to the corresponding affirmative forms and are noted 
here in the interest of full disclosure. Recall that in affirmative Remote Past 
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fonns, the H of the tense prefix a- doubles onto the stem-initial mora, e.g. 
y-aa[teex-aang-a] 'he was cooking'. In the examples in (83), which were elicited 
only once, there is almost no phonetic evidence that the H of the tense prefix ex
tends onto the stem. 21 The negative prefix si- and the tense prefix a- are both re
alized H, at the same pitch level. Unlike Remote Past affinnative fonns, the stem
initial mora is toneless in these negative fonns. It is difficult to detennine what 
underlies these surface patterns-if they are mistranscriptions or if the lack of 
spreading to the stem-initial mora is related to the deletion of one of the input mo
ras (see fn. 21) or to the fact that the the negative prefix si- and the tense prefix 
a-, which surface at the same pitch level, fonn a binary H tone span.22 

(83) Remote Past Negative' he did not ... ' 
st-y-aa[ly-a] ta [0] 

, 
eat' st-y-aa[nyw-a] ta [0] 'drink' 

st-y-a[shin-a] ta 'dance' st-y-a[lir-a] ta 'cry 
, 

st-y-a[teex-a] ta 'cook' st-y-a[~ukul-a] ta 'take' 
st-y-a[karaang-a] ta 'fry' st-y-a[fuundix-a] ta 'knot' 
st-y -a[ saambul-a] ta 'de-roof' 

The V -initial stems in (84) surface with a level H tone span extending from 
the negative prefix sz- to the stem-initial mora. This is unexpected unless the H of 
the tense prefix a- doubles onto the stem-initial mora. 

(84) Remote Past Negative V-initial stems [0] 'he did not ... ' 
st-y[aak-a] ta 'weed' st-y[ee~-a] ta 
st-y[eexal-a] ta 'sit' st-y[eerux-a] ta 
st-y[aandiik-a] ta 'write st-y[ee~irir-a] ta 

'steal' 
'run' 
'forget' 

21 There are a couple tokens of the rootfuundix- 'knot' in the audio paradigm archive that sound 
like there is a stem-initial fall in Okumu's speech, which should be re-elicited along with the 
the likely anomalous monosyllabic stem forms, whose tense prefix has a long vowel. The 
other speaker, Wabala, produced these forms with the expected short vowel: si-y-a[ly-a] ta 
'he did not eat', si-y-a[nyw-a] ta 'he did not drink'. 

22 The fact that the Hs of the negative prefix si- and the tense prefix a- are realized at the same 
pitch level is potentially problematic for the Fusion analysis of (non-)downstep since there is 
no stem boundary between the two Hs. One could pursue the idea that there is a word bound
ary between the negative prefix and the subject prefix (making si- a proclitic) and allowing 
Fusion to apply across any domain boundary, i.c., stem, word, phrase, etc. Alternatively, a 
general version of Fusion or Default L Insertion could be ordered after the toneless mora of 
the subject marker a- is deleted, making the Hs of si- and a- adjacent. 
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The examples in (85) show the tonal effect of an object prefix. Like af
firmative Remote Past forms, the melodic H surfaces on all moras of the stem
initial syllable in combination with an object prefix. Like other Remote Past 
Negative forms, the negative prefix si- and the tense prefix a- surface H, at the 
same pitch level. The melodic H and the H of the negative enclitic ttl are also re
alized at the same pitch level when they are adjacent in monosyllabic stems. 

(85) Remote Past Negative + OP [0] 'he did not ... him' 
Si-y-a-mu[ry-a] ta 'fear' Si-y-a-mu[~ek-a] ta 
Si-y-a-mu[xup-a] ta 'beat' si-y-a-mu[rt'ind-a] ta 
Si-y-a-mu[ree~-a] ta 'ask' Si-y-a-mu[~ukul-a] ta 
Si-y-a-mu[siir-ir-a] ta 'fry for' Si-y-a-mu[teex-er-a] ta 
Si-y-a-mu[karaang-ir-a] ta 'fry for' 

'shave' 
'wait for' 
'take' 
'cook for' 

Data with V -initial stems and an object prefix are provided in (86). In all 
forms, a H extends from the negative prefix si- to the tense prefix a-. There is 
variation in Okumu's pronunciations of the VCV stem in whether the stem H is 
realized as a rise or a down stepped level H. On comparison with many other po
tential rising tones in Okumu's idiolect, e.g., Remote Pasty-a-mw[iir-a] 'he killed 
him', the form with rise is expected, but longer stems were produced with a 
downstepped level H on the derived long stem-initial syllable.23 It is possible that 
there is a phonological rule of Plateau, which eliminates a potential rise that is 
preceded by a H after Fusion or Default L Insertion has applied, i.e., H.0H. ~ 
H'HH. This rule may be optional, or it could also be that the "levelness" of the 
stem-initial H reflects a phonetic variant of phonological rise. 

(86) Remote Past Negative + OP V-initial stems [0] 'he did not ... him' 
Si-y-a-mw[i'ir-a] ta 'kill' 

/ /1 r:/ / 
~ sl-y-a-mwLur-a] ta 
s'i-y-a'-mwriimb-ir-a] ta 'sing for' 
Si-y-a'-mw[aandiik-a] ta 'employ' 

Remote Past Negative forms with the reflexive prefix are provided in (87). 
Here we see that the negative prefix si- and following mora (the underlying mora 

23 A similar case where a potential rising tone is realized as a down stepped level H after H is in 
Pattern 2a Present Negative fonTIs with the Isg object prefix N-, e.g., s(-y-aa[mbot66xan-a] 
'he is not going around me' (from intennediate si-y-aa ... , see (185) for additional examples). 
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of tense prefix a-) surface H, at the same pitch level, and a level H surfaces on all 
moras of the stem-initial syllable, as in Remote Past affirmative forms. 

(87) Remote Past Negative + OPRe!l [0] 'he did not ... himself 
sl-y-ee[ry-a] ta 'fear' sl-y-ee[f3ek-a] ta 
sl-y-ee[rum-a] ta 'send sl-y-ee[fwaal-a] ta 
sl-y-ee[reef3-a] ta 'ask' sl-y-ee[fumir-a] ta 
sl-y-ee[teex-er-a] ta 'cook for' sl-y-ee[f366101-a] ta 
sl-y-ee[riingeer-a] ta 'watch' 

'shave' 
'dress' 
'stab' 
'untie' 

6.2 Pattern 4b. Pattern 4b includes the tenses in (88), all of which take the final 
vowel suffix -e. Not all tenses with -e have the Pattern 4b melody, however, as 
the Remote Future is found in Pattern I b. This section discusses the Subjunctive; 
data from the other Pattern 4b tenses are provided in section 10.5 in the appendix. 

(88) Pattern 4b tenses 
Crastinal Future ImperativePI Subjunctive 

Pattern 4b forms lacking an object prefix have the same stem tone patterns 
as in Pattern 2: the melodic H surfaces on all moras of the initial syllable of 
monosyllabic (89a) and disyllabic (89b) stems and on all moras of the second 
syllable of trisyllabic and longer stems (89c), cf. Pattern 2a s-aa-li[fW-a] ta 'he 
will not die', si-f3a-li[reef3-a] ta 'they will not ask', si-f3a-li[liingeer-a] ta 'they 
will not watch' . 

(89) Subjunctive' let's ... 
, 

a. xu[ly-e] 'eat' xu[tsy-e] 'go' 

b. xu[f3ek-e] 'shave xu[161-e] 'look' 
xu[ reef3 -e ] 'ask' xu[teex-e] 'cook' 

c. xu[f3 akal-e ] 'setout' xu[f3 ukul-e ] 'take' 
xu[karaang-e] 'fry' xu[ fuunrux -e] 'knot' 
xu[ fwiimbul-e] 'uncover 

, 
xu[liingeer-e] 

, 
watch' 

xu[lomalom-e] 'talk' xu[ xin-an-ir-e] 'dance for e.o. 
, 

xu[teex-im-ir-e] 'cook for e.o. 
, 
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VCV stems (90a) begin with a rise on the derived long vowel-the predict
able combination of the toneless prefix vowel and the melodic H on the stem
initial mora. In longer V-initial stems (90b), the melodic H surfaces on all moras 
of the second stem syllable. 

(90) Subjunctive V-initial stems' let's ... ' 
a. xw[aak-e] [0] 'weed' xw[iimb-e] [0] 

b. xw[iirux-e] 
xw[aandiik-e] 

'run' 
'write' 

xw[aan'ix-e] 
xw[ aasyaak -e) 

'sing' 

'set out to dry' 
'split wood' 

The Pattern 4b melodic H does not surface after the H of the object prefix, 
which doubles to the stem-initial mora, like the Pattern 4a tense prefix a-. The 
crucial data showing that the stem-initial H is not the melodic H are those in 
(91 b), since the prefix H does not extend to the second half of the stem-initial 
long syllable. These forms therefore contrast with those of Pattern 2, where the 
melodic H surfaces on the stem after the H of a prefix in disyllabic and longer 
stems, e.g., Pattern 2a si-f3a-li-mu[reef3-a] ta 'they will not ask him', si-f3a-li
mu[ karaang-ir-a] ta 'they will not fry for him'. 

(91) Subjunctive + OP 'let's ... him (mu) / them (pa), 
a. xu-mu[ly-e] 'eat' xu-mu[ xw-e] 

xu-mu[pek-e] 'shave' xu-mu[161-e] 
xu-mu[pukul-e] 'take' xu-mu[lexer-e] 
xu-pa[lexuul-e] 'release' xu-mu[karaang-ir-e] 

b. xu-mu[liind-e] 
xu-mu[p60lol-e] 
xu-mu[liingeer-e] 

'wait for' 
'untie' 
'watch' 

xu-mu[ reep-e] 
xu-mu[teex-er-e] 
xu-mu[kaangulul-e] 

'pay dowry' 
'see' 
'forgive' 
'fry for' 

'ask' 
'cook for' 
'untie' 

The data in (92) show that all V -initial stems have the same tonal pattern in 
combination with an object prefix: a level H tone surfaces on the derived long 
stem-initial syllable. 
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(92) Subjunctive + OP V-initial stems' let's ... him' 
xu-mw[aar-e] 'operate on'xu-mwCItr-e] 
xu-mwCItmb-ir-e] 'sing for' xu-mwUitsulir-e] 
xu-mwrll13iirir-e] 'forget' xu-mw[aandiik-ir-e] 
xu-mw[aasyaak-ir-e] 'split for' 

'kill ' 
'remember' 
'write for' 

In Pattern 4b forms with the reflexive, the H of the reflexive is realized as a 
level H on the moras of the stem-initial syllable regardless of the number of syl
lables in the stem, and the melodic H is not realized on the stem. This differs im
portantly from Pattern 2a forms with a reflexive, where the reflexive H does not 
surface, e.g., si-y-ee[liingeer-aang-a] 'he is not watching himself'. 

(93) Subjunctive + OPRel1 'let's ... ourselves' 
xw-ee[ry-e] [0] 'fear' xw-ee[13ek-e] 
xw-ee[y-tr-e] [0] 'kill' xw-ee[fumir-e] [0] 
xw-ee[y-tmb-ir-e] [0] 'sing for' xw-ee[lexuul-e] 
xw-ee[y-asyaak-ir-e] [0] 'split for' xw-ee[karaang-ire] 
xw-ee[fwaal-e] [0] 'dress' xw-ee[ree13-e] 
xw-ee[1366101-e] 'untie' xw-ee[kaangulul-e] 

'shave' 
'stab' 
'release' 
'fry for' 
'ask' 
'untie' 

The present analysis posits distinct MHA rules for Pattern 2a and Pattern 
4b to capture the fact that the Pattern 2a melodic H is realized after a H-toned pre
fix but the Pattern 4b melodic H is not. Pattern 4b is analyzed as having the same 
MHA rule as Pattern 4a, which requires a toneless mora before the target mora(s). 
The difference between Patterns 4a-b is that Melodic H Shift, which shifts the 
melodic H to all moras of the following syllable in trisyllabic and longer stems, 
applies in Pattern 4b (and Pattern 2) but not in Pattern 4a. 

In Pattern 4b fonns without an object prefix, the melodic H is assigned to 
the moras of the stem-initial syllable. In trisyllabic and longer stems (94b), the 
melodic H shifts from the moras of the stem-initial syllable to the moras of the 
following syllable. Melodic H Shift does not apply to shorter stems (94a) because 
the target moras must be followed by a syllable within the stem. 
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(94) Pattern 4b 
a. CVVCV stems: xu[reep-e] 'let's ask' 

MHA: cr] / fl' _ MHS 
H 

/1 
xu[reep-e] ~ Does Not Apply 

b. Trisyllabic and longer stems: xu[lomalom-e] 'let's talk' 
MHA: cr] / fl' _ MHS 

H H 
I ~ 

xu[lomalom-e] ~ xu[lomalom-e] 

Melodic H Assignment fails to apply to Pattern 4b forms with an object 
prefix because the moras of the stem-initial syllable immediately follow the H of 
the object prefix. Since the moras of the first and second syllables of the stem are 
free, Doubling subsequently spreads the H of the object prefix to the stem-initial 
mora. The level H tone that surfaces on the derived long stem-initial syllable in 
V-initial stems with an object prefix is the result of Doubling: (after MHA) xu
mu[ar-e] ~ (Doubling) xu-mu[ar-e] ~ (Hiatus Resolution) xu-mw[aar-e]. 

(95) Pattern 4b + OP: xu-mu[teex-er-e] 'let's cook for him' 
Input MHA: cr] / fl' _ Doubling 

HH HH 

I f'", 
xu-mu[teex-er-e] ~ Does Not Apply ~ xu-mu[teex-er-e] 

The derivation in (96) shows the analysis of Pattern 4b forms with the re
flexive. Since OHA: cr I is ordered before MHA: cr I / ).l' _, the H of the reflexive 
is assigned to the moras of the stem-initial syllable, and the melodic H cannot be 
assigned to the stem. Melodic H Shift applies only to the melodic H, so the H of 
the reflexive remains on the moras of the stem-initial syllable. 

(96) Pattern 4b + OPRe//: xw-ee[p66101-e] 'let's untie ourselves' 
aHA: cr] MHA & MHS Hiatus Resolution 

H H HH , 
... ~ ... 

'".', 

xu-e[poolol-e] 
~ 

~ Do Not Apply ~ xw-ee[poolol-e] 
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6.3 Pattern 4c. Pattern 4c is found in the tenses in (97). Like the Pattern 2 
tenses, the Pattern 4c tenses are all negatives-in this case, the negative counter
parts of Pattern 3 tenses. Although there is a morphological relationship between 
Pattern 3 and Pattern 4c, there is no evidence for a tonal relationship between the 
two melodies. This section discusses Imperativesg Negative forms; data from the 
other tenses are found in section 10.6 in the appendix. 

(97) Pattern 4c tenses 
Hesternal Perfective Negative [0] 
Imperativesg Negative 

Hodiemal Perfective Negative 

Pattern 4c is unique among the Tura tone melodies in that its melodic H 
fails to surface in forms that lack an object prefix (and unlike Pattern 4a there is 
no H-toned tense prefix), as shown by the examples in (98)-(99). The only H in 
these examples is on the negative marker tao 

(98) Imperativesg Negative' don't ... !' 
o-la[ly-a] tit 'eat' o-la[nyw-a] tit 'drink' 
o-la[kon-a] tit 'sleep' o-la[xin-a] tit 'dance 

, 

o-la[ reep -a] tit 'ask' o-la[ teex -a] tit 'cook' 
o-la[pukul-a] tit 'take' o-la[karaang -a] tit 'fry' 
o-Ia[ fuundix -a] tit 'knot' o-la[liingeer -a] tit 'watch' 

(99) Imperativesg Negative V-initial stems' don't ... !' 
0-1 [ eemb-a] tit 'sing 

, 
o-I[eey-a] tit 'sweep 

, 

o-l[eerux-a] tit 'run' o-I[aandiik-a] tit 'write' 

The presence of an object prefix reveals the Pattern 4c melodic H: the me
lodic H is realized on all moras of the initial syllable of disyllabic stems (1 OOb) 
and on all moras of the second syllable of trisyllabic and longer stems (I OOc). As 
we have seen in Pattern 2 and Pattern 4b, the melodic H is not realized after the H 
of the object prefix in monosyllabic stems (lOOa). 
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(100) Imperative,!!. Negative + OP 'don't ... him!' 
a. o-la-mu[ry-a] tit 'fear' 

b. o-la-mu[~ek-a] tit [0] 
o-la-mu[rIind-a] tit 

'shave' 
'wait for' 

0-la-mu[161-a] tit [0] 
o-la-mu[ree~-a] tit 

'see' 
'ask' 
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c. 0-la-mu[~00161-a] tit 'untie' o-la-mu[teex-er-a] tit 'cook for' 
o-la-mu[rekeres-y-a] tit 'listen to' 
o-la-mu[kaangulul-a] tit 'untie' 

o-la-mu[karititng-ir-a] tit 'fry for' 

VCV stems (lOla) are realized with a level H on the moras of the derived 
long stem-initial syllable-the predictable combination of V+V. Longer V-initial 
stems (101 b) have a fall on the derived long stem-initial syllable (the H of the 
object prefix plus the toneless stem-initial mora), followed by the melodic H on 
all moras of the second syllable ofthe stem. 

(101) ImperativesgNegative + OP V-initial stems 'don't ... him!' 
a. o-la-mw[ititr-a] tit 'operate on' o-la-mwCIlr-a] tit 'kill' 

b. o-la-mwCIimb-lr-a] tit 'sing for' o-la -m[ uuur -a] tit 'listen to' 
o-la-mw[itandiik-ir-a] tit 'write for' 

Pattern 4c forms with the reflexive differ tonally from other Pattern 4c 
forms. Irrespective of the number of syllables in the stem, the reflexive H surfaces 
on all moras of the stem-initial syllable. These forms are therefore identical to 
other Pattern 4 reflexive forms, where the H of the reflexive surfaces on the mo
ras of the stem-initial syllable, not the melodic H. 

(102) ImperativesgNegative+ OPReI1[0] 'don't ... yourselj!' 
a. o-l-ee[ry-it] tit 'fear' o-l-ee[~ek-a] tit 

o-l-ee[Y-lr-a] tit 'kill' o-l-ee[ fumir-a] tit 
o-l-ee[Y-lmb-ir-a] tit 'sing for' o-l-ee[lexuul-a] tit 
o-l-ee[y-itsyaak-ir-a] tit 'split for' 

'shave' 
'stab' 
'release' 

b. o-l-ee[fwititl-a] tit 
0-I-ee[~66101-a] tit 
o-l-ee[riingeer-a] tit 

'dress' 
'untie' 
'watch' 

o-l-ee[ree~-a] tit 'ask' 
o-l-ee[fuunix-a] tit 'cover' 
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Pattern 4c is similar to Pattern 4b in that its melodic H surfaces on the first 
or second stem syllable, depending on the tone of the prefix immediately preced
ing the stem. In Pattern 4b, the melodic H surfaces only when the pre-stem mora 
is toneless. In Pattern 4c, the melodic H surfaces only when the pre-stem mora is 
H. This generalization is formalized by a distinct rule of Melodic H Assignment, 
MHA: (j 1 / H _, which assigns the melodic H to the moras of the stem-initial 
syllable when the preceding mora is H. 

(103) MHA: ui / H_ 
H H' 

I' I • I " 
I , 

Il (Il) Il (Il) (Pattern 4c) 

V V 
(j stem[ (j 

The derivation in (104) shows that the melodic H fails to be assigned to the stem 
in Pattern 4c forms lacking an object prefix because the mora immediately pre
ceding the stem is toneless. 

(104) Pattern 4c: o-la[liingeer-a] t£1 'don't watch!' 
Input MHA: ui / H 

H H 

I 
o-la[liingeer-a] ta ~ Does Not Apply 

When there is an object prefix, the melodic H is assigned to the moras of 
the stem-initial syllable. In trisyllabic and longer stems, the melodic H shifts to 
the moras of the second syllable of the stem by Melodic H Shift. The melodic H 
fails to surface in monosyllabic stems like o-la-mu[ ry-a] ta 'don't fear him!' be
cause H[H] Deletion deletes the melodic H from a monosyllabic stem after a H
toned prefix. 

(105) Pattern 4c + OP: o-la-mu[teex-er-a] t£1 'don't cook for him!' 
MHA: ui / H MHS 

HH H 
I ~, 

II 
I I I 

o-la-mu[teex-er-a] ta 

H 

I 
~ o-la-mu[teex-er-a] ta 
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As in Pattern 4a-b, the H of the reflexive is assigned to the moras of the 
stem-initial syllable before Pattern 4c MHA. This blocks the melodic H from be
ing assigned, and since Melodic H Shift applies only to melodic Hs, the H of the 
reflexive surfaces on the moras of the stem-initial syllable. 

(106) Pattern 4c + OPRe/( o-l-ee[teex-er-a] ta 'don't cook for yourself 
OHA MHA & MHS Hiatus Resolution 

H H H HH H 

'~'\~" I ~ I 
o-la-e[teex-er-a] ta ~ Do Not Apply ~ o-l-ee[teex-er-a] ta 

7. Summary. 

The preceding sections have analyzed the Tura verbal tone system with the rules 
in (107). 

(107) Tura tonal rules 
MHA: Final 

MHA: Final II 

MHA: crl 

MHA: crl / /-l' _ 

MHA: crl / H 

OHA: crl 

Minimal Spread 

links the melodic H to the stem-final mora (Pattern 
I). 
links the melodic H to the stem-final mora (Pattern 
3). 
links the melodic H to all moras of the stem-initial 
syllable (Pattern 2). 
links the melodic H to all moras of the stem-initial 
syllable, provided that the pre-stem mora and the 
moras of the first two stem syllables are toneless 
(Patterns 4a-b). 
links the melodic H to all moras of the stem-initial 
syllable, provided that the pre-stem mora is H, and 
the moras ofthe first two stem syllables are toneless 
(Pattern 4c). 
links the floating H of an object prefix or reflexive to 
all moras of the stem-initial syllable, provided that 
the moras ofthe first two syllables of the stem are 
toneless. 
spreads the melodic H to all moras of the preceding 
syllable. 
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Unbounded Spread 

Melodic H Shift 

Meeussen's Rule 
Doubling 

H[H] Deletion 
Fusion 

iteratively spreads the melodic H leftward across the 
stem, but not into the stem-initial syllable. 
shifts the melodic H from the moras of the stem
initial syllable to the moras of the following syllable, 
as long as the syllable of the target moras is not final 
(Pattern 2, 4b-c). 
deletes H after H. 
spreads H from the pre-stem mora to the stem-initial 
mora, provided that the moras of the first two 
syllables of the stem are toneless. 
deletes H from a monosyllabic stem after H. 
fuses H on a monosyllabic stem with the preceding 
H (Pattern I). 

Wd-Initial Delinking delinks the H of an object prefix in word-initial 

Pre-H Delinking 
[H-H]" Delinking 

position. 
renders (CYY)H(CY)H into CYVCY. 
de links the left branch of a multiply linked H that is 
preceded by H within the same syllable 

These rules include several rules of Melodic H Assignment, whose formulation 
and ordering with respect to other tone rules account for the differences among 
the many tonal patterns in the surface position of the melodic H and in the com
plex interactions of melodic Hs with H-toned prefixes. The ordering relationships 
between the various MHA rules, OHA, and Doubling, are summarized in (108). 

(108) Order ofMHA rules with respect to OHA and Doubling 
Pattern 1 MHA, Pattern 2 MHA > OHA > Pattern 3 MHA, 
Pattern 4a-b MHA, Pattern 4c MHA > Doubling 

Two rules of MHA are posited that link the melodic H to the stem-final 
mora-one for Pattern 1 and one for Pattern 3-due to several differences between 
these melodies. The Pattern I melodic H is subject to leftward spreading: Pattern 
la fJa-li[teex-er-an-a] 'they will cook for e.o.', but the Pattern 3 melodic H is not: 
Pattern 3a a(fuunduluul-e] 'he unknotted'. The Pattern 1 melodic H blocks Dou
bling of a H-toned prefix onto the stem-initial mora and assignment of the H of 
the reflexive onto the moras of the stem-initial syllable: a-li-mu[liingeer-a] 'he 
will watch him', a-ly-ee[kaangulul-a] 'he will untie himself', but the Pattern 3 
melodic H does not: a-fJa[liingeer-ere] 'he watched them', y-ee[ kdanguluul-e] 
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'he untied himself'. These differences emerge in the present analysis because 
Pattern 1 MHA and leftward spreading apply before Doubling and assignment of 
the reflexive H to the stem (via OHA), which apply before Pattern 3 MHA. Dou
bling and OHA are blocked by the Pattern 1 melodic H, which has spread left 
across the stem, but are not blocked by the Pattern 3 melodic H, which has not yet 
been assigned to the stem. 

Three additional MHA rules-one for Pattern 2, one for Pattern 4a-b, and 
one for Pattern 4c-are posited to account for several tonal differences among the 
melodic Hs that surface on one of the first two syllables of the stem. These rules 
all assign the melodic H to the moras of the stem-initial syllable but differ in their 
sensitivity to the presence of a tone on the pre-stem mora and in whether Melodic 
H Shift subsequently applies. Pattern 2 MHA is insensitive to the presence or ab
sence of tone on the mora immediately preceding the stem; the Pattern 2 melodic 
H surfaces (on the moras of the second syllable of trisyllabic and longer stems) 
whether or not there is a H-toned prefix: Pattern 2a si-f3a-li[liingeer-a] ta 'they 
will not watch', si-f3a-li-mu[liingeer-a] ta 'they will not watch him'. Pattern 4a-b 
MHA requires the mora immediately preceding the stem to be toneless: the Pat
tern 4a-b melodic H does not surface when the pre-stem mora is H: Pattern 4a y
a-mu[liingeer-a] 'he watched him' (the pre-stem H is first deleted by Meeussen's 
Rule), cf. f3-aa[teex-an-ir-a] 'they cooked for e.o.' (MHA is blocked, so the H of 
the tense prefix doubles to the stem-initial mora); Pattern 4b xu[teex-an-ir-e] 
'let's cook for e.o.', cf. xu-mu[ kdangulul-e] 'let's untie him' (MHA is blocked, so 
the H of the object prefix doubles to the stem-initial mora). Pattern 4c MHA re
quires the mora immediately preceding the stem to be H-toned, since the melodic 
H does not surface otherwise: o-la-mu[kaangulul-a] ta 'don't untie him!', cf. 0-
la[liingeer-a] ta 'don't watch!'. The final surface position of the melodic H in 
Patterns 2, 4b, and 4c is achieved by Melodic H Shift, which shifts the melodic H 
to the moras of the second syllable of trisyllabic and longer stems. 

Further tonal differences among these melodies are also derived by the dis
tinct "al" MHA rules and their ordering with respect to Doubling and OHA. 
Pattern 2 MHA is ordered before both Doubling and OHA. Since Doubling and 
OHA both require the moras of the first two stem syllables to be free, neither rule 
applies in Pattern 2: si-f3a-li-mu[liingeer-a] ta 'they will not watch him', si-y
ee[f300161-aang-a] 'he is not untying himself'. Since OHA precedes the Pattern 4 
MHA rules and the MHA rules require the target moras to be free, the reflexive H 
surfaces on the moras of the stem-initial syllable in all three melodies, blocking 
the subsequent assignment of the melodic H: 4a y-ee[teex-er-a] 'he cooked for 
himself', 4b xw-ee[ kdangulul-e] 'let's untie ourselves', 4c o-l-ee[liingeer-a] ta 
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'don't watch yourself!'. The H of the reflexive remains on the moras of the stem
initial syllable since only melodic Hs are subject to Melodic H Shift. Doubling 
follows all three Pattern 4 MHA rules but applies in Patterns 4a-b because the 
moras of the first two stem syllables are free, since the H of the prefix prevents 
the melodic H from being assigned to the stem (Pattern 4a-b MHA requires a pre
ceding toneless mora): 4a f3-aa[teex-an-ir-a] 'they cooked for e.o.', 4b xu
mu[kdangulul-e] 'let's untie him'. Since the melodic H surfaces in Pattern 4c af
ter an object prefix (MHA requires a preceding H) and Doubling follows MHA, 
Doubling is blocked: o-la-mu[ kaangulul-a] fa 'don't untie him!' 

Given the ordering in (108), it is challenging to account for the fact that the 
melodic H fails to be realized on a monosyllabic stem after H in Pattern 2 and 
Pattern 4c but is realized on a monosyllabic stem after H in Pattern I (see (16)
(17) above). The facts of reflexive H assignment require Pattern I MHA to pre
cede Pattern 4c MHA, so a rule of Fusion is ordered after Pattern I MHA and be
fore all other MHA rules. Since there is no Doubling in contexts where H[H] De
letion has applied, Doubling must be ordered before H[H] Deletion. 24 

The fact that the leftward spreading rules (Minimal Spread and Unbounded 
Spread) apply only in Pattern I can be accounted for by ordering the spreading 
rules before all of the other MHA rules. On the other hand, it is not easy to ac
count for the fact that Melodic H Shift appies in Patterns 2a, 4b, and 4c but not in 
Pattern 4a since Patterns 4a-b are derived using the same MHA rule. It would be 
possible to make Melodic H Shift a general rule if Patterns 4a and 4b were given 
distinct MHA rules. Under this approach, Pattern 4a MHA would follow Melodic 
H Shift, and Pattern 2, 4b, and 4c MHA rules would precede Melodic H Shift. 
Concerning the fact that Melodic H Shift not apply to the H of the reflexive or an 
object prefix, it is difficult to find a solution within the present framework that 
does not require reference to the morphological source of the floating Hs, since 
Pattern 2 MHA precedes OHA, and Pattern 4b and Pattern 4c MHA rules follow, 
yet all these melodic Hs shift. 

24 Another possibility would be to refonnulate the MHA rules, but it is challenging to derive the 
"H[H]" effects from a positive condition on MHA since the required condition would be a 
disjunction: MHA applies if the pre-stem mora is toneless or if a mora follows the syllable of 
the target moras. This could be fonnalized as a negative output constraint, *H[H], which 
would block the application of all MHA rules but Pattern I, but this would be inconsistent 
with the fonnulation of the other conditional rules in this analysis. 
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8. Variation. 

This final section discusses variation between the two speakers of Tura who were 
consulted as part of this project: Kenneth Okumu and Jonathon Wabala. 25 The 
data presented above reflect, for the most part, the speech of both consultants, but 
there are a number of cases where the speakers' tonal patterns differ. In cases of 
divergence, the data presented above reflect Okumu's idiolect. Okumu's data are 
the primary source of data for this article for several reasons. First, the database 
of forms collected from Okumu is more complete. Second, there is very little 
phonological variation in the data collected from Okumu, while Wabala has mul
tiple tonal patterns in several contexts. Okumu has lived his entire life in Butura, 
while Wabala has lived for some time outside of this region, so it is more likely 
that Okumu's variety would be found among other Tura speakers in Butura. Fi
nally, Wabala's pronunciations are somewhat more phonetically ambiguous than 
Okumu's and are more difficult to transcribe and analyze. 

Despite these difficulties of the data collected from Wabala, the collected 
data are discussed here in some detail for a number of reasons. As noted in sec
tion 1, one of the most striking features of Luyia tonology is the diversity among 
the dialects-no two dialects have been found to have the same tonal system, and 
even very closely related systems, e.g., Tura and Khayo (Marlo, to appear), have 
interesting differences. Therefore, to appreciate the full extent of tonal differences 
among Luyia varieties, it is important to consider variation among speakers of the 
same dialect. Moreover, within the I-language perspective of generative linguis
tics (see Isac & Reiss 2008 and references therein), the object of inquiry is the 
internal, intensional tonology of individual speakers, and thus it is irrelevant for 
the construction of theories of tonal rules and representations whether Wabala's 
tonal grammar is identical to the E-Ianguage notions "Tura", "Khayo", etc. Ad
ditionally, the data are provided and discussed in the interest of full disclosure, 

250kumu is a male in his 30s residing on his family's traditional homestead near the stage 
called Works between the towns of Nambale and Mayoni on the Busia-Mumias road in the 
Western Province of Kenya. Wabala is a male in his 50s who has lived in the town of Busia, 
Kenya for at least fifteen years. Both speakers were interviewed in Busia, a busy town on the 
Kenya-Uganda border with an urban population of 30,777, according to the 1999 Kenyan 
census. Busia has a mixed Luyia-Luo (Nilotic) population and small numbers of speakers of 
other languages including Teso (Nilotic), Gusii (Bantu), and Kikuyu (Bantu). The predomi
nant Luyia group in Busia is Khayo, although there are also substantial Saamia and Nyala
West populations, and speakers of nearly all Luyia dialects can be found there. 
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like the Remote Past Negative examples discussed above that are not fully under
stood, as an indication of future work that should be conducted on the dialect. 

To preview the results of the following subsections, we can note that there 
is a morphological difference between the two speakers in the tonal melody of the 
Hesternal Perfective Negative tense (section 8.1); Wabala generally renders po
tential rising tones into level H (section 8.2); there are anomalies in the process of 
Doubling in Wabala's idiolect (section 8.3); adjacent derived Hs have a different 
phonetic output with respect to down step in Wabala's idiolects, suggesting a dif
ferent formulation of Pattern 2 and 4c rules of MHA (section 8.4); the rules of 
leftward spread that apply in Pattern I have a different formultation in W abala' s 
idiolect (section 8.5); and the H of the reflexive is realized differently in Wabala's 
idiolect (section 8.6). 

Some aspects of Wabala's tonal grammar appear to reflect an influence 
from the Khayo dialect. The Luyia-speaking area-one of the most densely popu
lated rural regions in the world in which children and adults are exposed to a 
complex array of different linguistic systems-constitutes a rich area for studies of 
language variation, change, code-switching, etc. To my knowledge, there has 
been virtually no research in these areas within Luyia, probably due to the lack of 
foundational materials describing the many linguistic varieties found in the re
gion. This section represents a first attempt at capturing in an explicit way the to
nal differences among speakers from the same Luyia speech community. 

8.1 Morphological differences. A morphological difference between the two 
speakers is the tonal melody of the Hesternal Perfective Negative. This tense has 
the Pattern 4c melody in Okumu's idiolect, like the Hodiernal Perfective Negative 
and the Imperativesg Negative. In Wabala's idiolect, this tense has the Pattern 2a 
melody, like the Indefinite Future Negative and the Present Negative. The two 
speakers also differ in whether the tense prefix a- surfaces as a short vowel 
(Okumu) or as a long vowel (Wabala); see fn. 20. Wabala's treatment of this 
tense can be understood in terms of the Pattern 1-2 affirmative-negative pairs, 
since the Hesternal Perfective affirmative has the Pattern la melody, like the af
firmative forms of the Indefinite Future and Present. Okumu' s classification of 
this tense may reflect a partial neutralization with the Hodiernal Perfective Nega
tive, since both are negatives that take the perfective suffix -ire, although the sur
face forms should still be distinguishable, since the Hodiernal Perfective Negative 
lacks a tense prefix, while the Hesternal Perfective takes a-. 
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8.2 Rise Elimination. A consistent difference between the two speakers is that 
Wabala renders potential rising tones into level H by the rule of syllable-internal 
spreading in (109). 

(109) Rise Elimination [W] 
H 

/1 
Il Il 

~ 

Rise Elimilation applies to the VCV stems in Pattern 1 a in (110) and Pattern 2a in 
(111), cf. a-l[iimb-a] [0] 'he will sing', si-f3a-l[iimb-a] ta [0] 'they will not sing'. 

(110) Pattern I a: Indefinite Future VCV stems [W] 'he will ... ' 
a-lCIlmb-a] 'sing' a-trIits-a] 'come' 

(Ill) Pattern 2a: indefinite Future Negative VCV stems [W] 'he will not ... ' 
Si-pa-ly[aak-a] ta 'weed' Si-pa-lrIimb-a] ta 'sing' 

A second case where Rise Elimination applies is the disyllabic V -initial stems in 
Pattern 4b, as shown in the examples in (112). Okumu has a rising tone in the 
same context, e.g., xw[aak-e] 'let's weed'. 

(112) Pattern 4b: Subjunctive VCV stems [W] 'let's ... ' 
xw[aak-e] 'weed' xwrIimb-e] 'sing' 

It appears that not all potential rising tones are leveled out to H in Wabala's 
idiolect. The examples in (113) in Pattern 3b are transcribed with a stem-initial 
rise, just as in Okumu' s forms in (69). 

(113) Pattern 3b: Imperativesg + OP V-initial stems [W] ' ... him!' 
mw[aa'r-e] 'operate on' mw[ii'r-e] 'kill' 
mw[iimb-ir-e] 'sing for' mw[afmdiik-ir-e] 'write for' 

A few other cases where the potential rise is in word-initial position are phoneti
cally ambiguous between level H and rise. This is particularly true when the 
word-initial segment is a glide, as in the examples in (114)-(115), which are tran-
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scribed essentially just like Okumu's forms in (74)-(75). This suggests that the 
lack of Rise Elimination in these forms may be a phonetic effect, owing to the 
phrase-initial position of the rise, although it is not clear why there seems to be a 
phonetic contrast between the forms in (112)-(113). 

(114) Pattern 4a: Remote Past [W] 'he (y-) / they (13-) ... ed' 
y-aa[fw-a] 'die' y-aa[tsy-a] 
y-aa[!3ek-a] 'shave' y-aa[ Xin-a] 
y-aa[teex-a] 'cook' y-aa[xeeng-a] 
y-aa[!3akal-a] 'set out' y-aa[!3ukul-a] 
y-aa[karaang-a] 'fry' y-aa[lexuul-a] 
y-aa[fuundix-a] 'knot' y-aa[saakuul-a] 
y-aa[lomalom-a] 'talk' y-aa[ saambuul-a] 
!3-aa[teex-an-ir-a] 'cook for e.o.' y-aa[fuundix-aang-a] 

(115) Pattern 4a: Remote Past V-initial stems [W] 'he ... ed' 
y[aak-a] 'weed' y[eemb-a] 
y[aanix-a] 'set out to dry' y[eerux-a] 
y[aandiik-a] 'write' y[aasyaak-a] 

'go' 
'dance' 
'cut' 
'take' 
'release' 
'destroy the roof' 
'de-roof' 
'knot' 

'sing' 
'run' 
'split wood' 

The examples in (116)-(117) from Pattern 2b and Pattern 4a also show a 
potential rise that is realized as a level H, cf. si-y-a-xa-mw[iir-a] ta 'he did not 
just kill him' [O],y-a-mw[iir-a] [0] 'he killed him'. In each of these cases, the H 
that is leveled out follows a H-toned tense prefix and is downstepped, like the 
anomalous Remote Past Negative examples in Okumu's idiolect in (86), e.g., si
y-a-mw[iir-a] ta ~ si-y-a'-mw[iir-a] ta 'he did not kill him'. As noted above, these 
forms may reflect a phonological rule of Plateau or phonetic leveling of rise after 
H. Differences in the patterns of down step between the two speakers are dis
cussed below in section 8.4. 

(116) Pattern 2b: Imm. Past Neg. + OP VCV stems UV] 'he did not just ... him' 
sl-y-a-xa'-mw[aar-a] ta 'operate on' sl-y-a-xa'-mwCIlr-a] ta 'kill' 

(117) Pattern 4a: Remote Past + OP V-initial stems [W] 'he ... ed him' 
y-a-!mw[aar-a] 'operate on' y-a-'mwCIlr-a] 'kill' 
y-a-'mwCIlmb-ir-a] 'sing for' y-a-'mwUixas-y-a] 'make sit' 
y-a-'mw[aandiik-ir-a] 'write for' y-a-'mw[aasyaak-ir-a] 'split wood f.' 
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8.3 Doubling. The process of Doubling described above, which spreads the H 
of a prefix one mora to the right to the stem-initial mora, is phonologically and 
phonetically ambiguous in W abala' s idiolect. There are cases where the rule ap
pears to apply where it should not and others where it does not apply where it 
should or where it appears to apply, but in a phonetically gradient way. 

In the Pattern 2b Immediate Past Negative, there is phonetic variation in 
the rightward extent of the H of the tense prefix xa- in Wabala' s pronunciations, 
although this variation is not reflected in the transcriptions (see (48) above). In 
several examples, the H of the tense prefix appears to extend onto the following 
object prefix, e.g., si-y-a-xa-mu[lexuul-a] ta 'he did not just release him', si-y-a
xa-mu' [reeJ3-a] ta 'he did not just ask him', which is clearly toneless in Okumu' s 
pronunciations.26 Wabala's pronunciations could possibly represent a more gen
eral application of Doubling applying after the deletion of the H of the object pre
fix, but there is no other evidence for a more general process of Doubling in Wa
bala's tonal grammar. 

Wabala also has phonetic variation in cases where Doubling is expected to 
apply such as Pattern 4b forms with an object prefix, e.g., xu-mu[J3ek-e] 'let's 
shave him' and xu-mu[reeJ3-e] 'let's ask him' (see (91) above). In many of Wa
bala's recorded tokens of examples of this type, the stem-initial mora is realized 
clearly with high pitch, as transcribed. However, in other cases, the pitch of the 
stem-initial mora appears to be on a trajectory to the following L, suggesting that 
the stem-initial mora is not H or that Doubling is phonetically gradient. Further
more, Wabala pronounced all of the Pattern 4b examples with a V -initial stem in 
(92) above at least one time with a level H. However, there are a few examples in 
the recording archive, given in (118), with a clear falling tone, providing further 
evidence for the variability of Doubling in Wabala' s idiolect. 

(118) Pattern 4b: Subjunctive + OP V-Initial [W] 'let's ... him' 
xu-mw[aar-e] 'operate on' xu-mw[lir-e] 'kill' 
xu-mw[limb-ir-e] 'sing for' 

26Several of Wabala's examples in the first recording of Immediate Past Negative forms in the 
Tura audio paradigm archive are likely from a tense that was not otherwise documented in 
Tura, the Recent Past (Marlo 2007), which has the toneless tense prefix xa- and the Pattern I 
melodic H. Additionally, due to low amplitude in the recorded examples, it is not possible to 
provide with complete confidence a transcription of Wabala's monosyllabic stems, though 
the recorded examples seem to lack a melodic H, as we would otherwise expect. 
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8.4 Downstep. As described above, Okumu realizes the melodic H on the 
stem-initial syllable at the same pitch level as an immediately preceding H-toned 
prefix (see (19) above for a summary of contexts and discussion). As shown by 
the data in (119), which are representative of both speakers, the melodic H on the 
moras of the stem-initial syllable is also realized at the same pitch level as the 
preceding H in Pattern 1, irrespective of the length of the stem-initial syllable. 

(119) Melodic Hand H-toned prefix realized at the same pitch level 
Pattern la + OP (Indefinite Future, 'he will ... him') 
a-li-mu[ry-il] 'fear' a-li-mu[l3ek-il] 'shave' 
a-li-mu[reel3-il] 'ask' 

Pattern 1 b (Near Future, 'he will ... ') 
a-lil[fw-il] 'die' 'shave' 
a-1il[teex-il] 'cook' 

However, as shown in (120)-(122), the melodic H on the stem-initial is down
stepped in CVCV stems and optionally downstepped in CVVCV stems in Pattern 
2a-b and Pattern 4c-Patterns in which the melodic H is realized on the moras of 
the second syllable of trisyllabic and longer stems. 

(120) Pattern 2a: Indefinite Future Negative + OP [T'V] 'they will not ... him' 
si-l3a-li-mu'[l3ek-a] til 'shave' si-l3a-li-mu![161-a] til 'see' 
si-l3a-li-mu[tIind-a] til ~ si-l3a-li-mu'[(iind-a] til 'wait for' 
si-l3a-li-mu[reel3-a] til ~ si-l3a-li-mu![reel3-a] til 'ask' 

(121) Pattern 2b: Immediate Past Negative [W] 'he did not just ... ' 
si-y-a-xil'[l3ek-a] til 'shave' si-y-a-xil![161-a] til 'see' 
si-y-a-xil[reel3-a] til ~ si-y-a-xil'[reel3-a] til 'ask' 
si-y-a-xa[teex-a] ta ~ si-y-a-xa'[teex-a] ta 'cook' 

(122) Pattern 4c: Imperativesg Negative + OP [W] 'don't ... ' 
o-la-mu'[l3ek-a] til 'shave' 0-la-mu'[161-a] til 
o-la-mu[(iind-a] til ~ o-la-mu'[tIind-a] til 
o-la-mu[reel3-a] til ~ o-la-mu'[reel3-a] til 

'see' 
'wait for' 
'ask' 

This difference suggests an influence on Wabala's grammar by Khayo, the 
majority dialect in Busia, the town where Wabala has lived for at least 15 years. 
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Wabala's data in (120)-(122) have nearly the same tonal patterns as the corre
sponding data in Khayo (Marlo, to appear). The Khayo examples in (123)-(125) 
show that the melodic H surfaces on the initial mora of evev stems, on the sec
ond mora of evvev stems, and on the first mora of the second syllable of tri
syllabic and longer stems in the same contexts. When there is a H-toned prefix 
preceding the stem, the melodic H is realized with a downstep in evev stems 
but as a level H without down step in evvev stems, due to a rule of Plateau, 
which turns intermediate evevv into evevv. Wabala appears to derive the 
forms in (120)- (122) as in Khayo and not as in Okumu's idiolect of Tura, the 
only difference being that evevv turns into ev!evv in Wabala's idiolect. 

(123) Khayo Indefinite Future Negative 
-OP 'he will not ... ' 
s-aa-li[pek-a] 
s-aa-li[ reep-a] 
s-aa-li[pukul-a] 
s-aa-li[ siincIlx -a] 

'shave' 
'ask' 
'take' 
'push' 

+OP 'he will not ... him' 
s-aa-li-mu![pek-a] 'shave' 
s-aa-li-mu[reep-a] 'ask' 
s-aa-li-mu[pukul-a] 'take' 
s-aa-li-mu[ siincIlx-a] 'push' 

(124) Khayo Immediate Past Negative 'he did not just ... ' 
Si-y-a-xa![pek-a] 'shave' Si-y-a-xa[ reep-a] 
Si-y-a-xa[pukul-a] 'take' Si-y-a-xa[fuuncIlx-a] 

(125) Khayo Imperativesg Negative 
-OP 'don't ... ' 
o-ra[pek-a] 
o-ra[ reep-a] 
o-ra[pakal-a] 
o-ra[liingaal-a] 

'shave' 
'ask' 
'set out' 
'watch' 

+OP 'don't ... him' 
o-ra-mu' [pek-a] 
o-ra-mu[reep-a] 
o-ra-mu[pukul-a] 
0-ra-mu[liingaal-a] 

'ask' 
'tie a knot' 

'shave' 
'ask' 
'take' 
'watch' 

A further case that supports the conclusion that Wabala derives Pattern 2 
and Pattern 4c forms as in Khayo and not as in Okumu's idiolect of Tura is the 
tonal pattern of monosyllabic stems in Pattern 2a, which surface toneless in Wa
bala's idiolect, as in Khayo forms like s-aa-li[xw-a] 'he will not pay the dowry', 
cf. s-aa-lilfiv-a] ta [0] 'he will not die'. 

(126) Pattern 2a: Indefinite Future Negative [W] 'he will not ... ' 
s-aa-li[fw-a] ta 'die' Si-pa-li[tsy-a] ta 'go' 
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8.5 Leftward spread in Pattern 1. The rules of leftward spread that apply in 
Pattern 1 also show influence from Khayo. In disyllabic stems, the melodic H 
spreads to both moras of the stem-initial syllable in Okumu' s idiolect, even when 
there is a H-toned prefix preceding the stem (see (119)). Waba1a shows variation 
in Pattern 1 forms when the stem is preceded by a H-toned prefix. The examples 
in (127) show that the melodic H is optionally not realized on the initial mora of 
eve v stems, while the only possible pronunciation of eVVev stems has the 
melodic H on both moras of the stem-initial syllable, realized at the same pitch 
level as the preceding H.27 (Wabala' s Pattern 1 a Indefinite Future forms did not 
show this variation-likely an accident. See (139) in the appendix for additional 
Present tense examples with an object prefix). 

(127) Pattern la: Present disyllabic stems + OP [W] 'he is ... ing him' 
a-mu[~ek-a] ~ a-mu[~ek-a] 'shave' a-mu[~lr-a] ~ a-mu[~ir-a] 'pass' 
a-mu[ree~-a], *a-mu[ree~-a] 'ask' 

There is also variation in Pattern 1 b tenses such as the Near Future (see 
section 10.2 for further examples of this variation). As shown in (128), the moras 
of disyllabic stems are optionally toneless; the moras of the stem-initial syllable 
are either all H or all toneless. 

(128) Pattern 1 b: Near Future disyllahic stems [W] 'he will ... ' 
a-Ia[~ek-a] ~ a-Ia[~ek-a] 'shave' a-la[xin-a] ~ a-la[xin-a] 'dance' 

1/[ / / /] 1/[ /]' k' 1/[ / / /] 1/[ /]' 11' a- a teex-a ~ a- a teex-a coo a- a xwees-a ~ a- a xwees-a pu 

The Near Future examples with an object prefix in (129) also have the pro
nunciation in which the moras of the stem-initial syllable are toneless. If we take 
into consideration data from other Pattern I b tenses, such as the Remote Future 
Negative (see (176) in the appendix), we find at least some examples where Wa
bala pronounces eVeV and eVVeV stems with a H on the moras of the stem
initial syllable, as we find consistently in Okumu's data. 

17Wabala suggested that there may be a pragmatic difference betwccn the two possible fonns in 
Tura, but the distinction-between witnessing an event and telling someone else who can see 
the same event (CYCY) vs. the general reporting of infonnation (CVCY)-seems not to be 
possible for other stem shapes. Further study is required to detennine whether there may be 
other grammatical marking of such contrasts in Tura and whether other variations in Wa
bala's speech have specialized meanings. 
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(129) Pattern 1 b: Near Future + OP disyllabic stems [W] 'he will ... him' 
a-hi-mu[pek-a] 'shave' a-Ia-mu[lol-a] 'see' 
a-Ia-mu[liind-a] 'wait for' a-Ia-mu[reep-a] 'ask' 

With the exception of Immediate Past forms discussed below, the various 
attested examples of VCV stems with an object prefix in Pattern 1 b all have a 
toneless stem-initial syllable. In this context, Wabala seems to consistently differ 
from Okumu, who produces such forms with a rise on the deried long stem-initial 
syllable, e.g., a-ld-mw[aar-a] 'he will operate on him'. 

(130) Pattern 1 b: Near Future + OP VCV stems [W] 'he will ... him' 
a-Ia-mw[ aar-a] 'operate on' a-Ia-mw[iir-a] 'kill' 

Wabala produced the disyllabic stems in the Immediate Past in (131) with
out any variation and just like Okumu-with a H on the mora of the stem-initial 
syllable (see also (153) and (155) in the appendix). Similarly, Wabala produced 
examples ofVCV stems with an object prefix on parallel with Okumu's: y-a-xa'
mw[ aar-a] 'he did not just operate on him', in which the melodic H extends onto 
the stem-initial mora, subsequently undergoing Rise Elimination or Plateau (see 
section 8.2 for a discussion of Rise Elimination and Plateau, and (156) for addi
tional examples of V -initial stems with an object prefix). While the complete lack 
of variation in the Immediate Past is surprising, the fact that these forms are to
nally identical to Pattern 1 a forms with an object prefix and unlike other Pattern 
1 b forms is predicted by the hypothesis that Okumu is influenced by Khayo, 
since, as we see below, the Immediate Past is functionally equivalent to Pattern I a 
forms with an object prefix in Khayo, while tenses like the Near Future have a 
different tonal pattern. I predict that further investigation would reveal that Wa
bala has the same range of variation in the Immediate Past as in Pattern 1 a forms 
with an object prefix, where CVCV stems vary in whether the stem-initial initial 
mora is H or 0. 

(131) Pattern 1 b: Immediate Past disyllabic stems 
-OP 'hejust ... ' +OP 'hejust ... him' 
y-a-xa[161-a] 'saw' y-a-xa-mu[p ek -a] 
y-a-xa[reep-a] 'asked' y-a-xa-mu[reep-a] 

'shaved' 
'asked' 
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Turning now to Pattern 1 forms in Khayo (Marlo, to appear), we can see in 
the Indefinite Future forms in (132) that the melodic H spreads left by one mora 
into the initial syllable of disyllabic stems, but the melodic H does not spread onto 
the moras of the initial syllable of trisyllabic and longer stems. In CVVCV stems, 
the melodic H is realized only on the second half of the stem-initial syllable. Un
like in Okumu's idiolect of Tura, the leftward spread of the melodic H is sensitive 
to the presence of a H on its left in Khayo. When an object prefix immediately 
precedes the stem, the melodic H does not surface on the initial mora of CVCV 
stems, while the stem-initial syllable has a level H with no downstep in CVVCV 
stems, due to the rule of Plateau described above, which renders intermediate a-li
mu[reef3-a] into the surface form. 

(132) Khayo Indefinite Future 
-OP 'he will ... ' 
a-li[pek-a] 
a-li[reep-a] 
a-li[pukul-a] 

'shave' 
'ask' 
'take' 

+OP 'he will ... him' 
a-li-mu[pek-a] 
a-li-mu[reep-a] 
a-li-mu[pukul-a] 

'shave' 
'ask' 
'take' 

The fact that Wabala varies between stem-initial Hand 0 in CVCV stems 
can be explained as the maintenance of the typical Tura form (a-mu[f3ek-a]) as 
well as the Khayo variant (a-mu[f3ek-a]). CVVCV stems with an object prefix are 
identical in Tura and Khayo (a-mu[reef3-a]). The rise on the stem-initial syllable 
of CVVCV stems in Khayo (a-li[reef3-a]) would be rendered into level H by Wa
bala and would be identical to the typical Tura form of CVVCV stems. 

The data from the Immediate Past in (133) show that the H-toned prefix xa
has the same tonal effects as the object prefix in the Indefinite Future: the melodic 
H does not surface on the stem-initial mora when the H-toned prefix immediately 
precedes the stem, and the melodic H undergoes Plateau in CVVCV stems. The 
forms with an object prefix show that when Meeussen's Rule deletes the H of the 
object prefix, the same stem tone patterns are found as in the Indefinite Future. 

(133) Khayo Immediate Past 
-OP 'hejust ... ed' 
y-a-xa[pek-a] 
y-a-xa[reep-a] 
y-a-xa[pukul-a] 

'shave' 
'ask' 
'take' 

+OP 'hejust ... ed him' 
y-a-xa-mu[pek-a] 'shave' 
y-a-xa-mu[reep-a] 'ask' 
y-a-xa-mu[pukul-a] 'take' 
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Wabala's Immediate Past data are identical to the Khayo Immediate Past forms 
with an object prefix, but there is a difference between the Khayo forms and Wa
bala's data with no object prefix in that no examples of CVCV stems were at
tested in Wabala's data with a stem-initial toneless mora. As noted above, this is 
taken to be an accidental gap in the present corpus of data from Wabala. 

There is a striking difference among Pattern 1 tenses with a H-toned tense 
prefix in Khayo. Unlike the Immediate Past, the melodic H never surfaces on the 
moras of the stem-initial syllable in the Near Future (or Remote Future), which 
has the H-toned tense prefix na- (Remote Future xa-), even when the H-tone im
mediately preceding the stem is deleted by Meeussen' s Rule. 

(134) Khayo Near Future 
-OP 'he will ... ' 
a-na[pek-a] 
a-na[reep-a] 
a-na[pukul-a] 

'shave' 
'ask' 
'take' 

+OP 'he will ... him' 
a-na-mu[pek-a] 
a-na-mu[ reep-a] 
a-na-mu[pukul-a] 

'shave' 
'ask' 
'take' 

The fact that Near Future forms in Khayo never realize the melodic H on the mo
ras of the stem-initial syllable explains the variant Pattern 1 b forms in Wabala's 
idiolect that lack H on the moras of the stem-initial syllable. Additionally, the fact 
that Khayo treats the Near Future and other Pattern 1 b tenses differently from the 
Immediate Past helps to explain why Wabala treats the Immediate Past differently 
from Pattern 1 b tenses with respect to leftward spread. 

8.6 The reflexive. The final context in which there is a tonal difference between 
Okumu's and Wabala's idiolects is in Pattern la forms with the reflexive. As 
shown in the examples in (135), a H is realized on all moras of the stem, includ
ing the moras of the stem-initial syllable. (Parallel data showing the same tonal 
patterns for Wabala in the Present and Hesternal Perfective are in (145) and (152) 
in the appendix.) This is unlike the forms described above for Okumu, in which 
the moras of the stem-initial syllable are toneless in trisyllabic and longer stems, 
e.g., a-ly-ee[ kaangulul-a] 'he will untie himself. 

(135) Pattern la: Indefinite Future + OPRefl [W] 'he will ... himself 
a-Iy-ee[pek-a] 'shave' a-Iy-ee[p66161-a] 'untie' 
a-ly-ee[karaang.:J.r-a] 'fry for' a-Iy-ee[kaangulul-a] 'untie' 
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The moras of the stem-initial syllable surface toneless in the Pattern I b 
forms in (136), which is consistent with the generalization that the moras of the 
stem-initial syllable surface toneless in all Pattern I b forms (with two or more 
syllables in the stem). 

(136) Pattern lb: Near Future + OPRetl [W] 'he will ... himself' 
a-I-ee[~ek-a] 'shave' a-l-ee[~00161-a] 'untie' 
a-l-ee[karaang-lr-a] 'fry for' a-l-ee[kaangulul-a] 'untie' 

Wabala's Pattern la data are interesting since the moras of the stem-initial 
syllable acquire a H in Pattern 4 in Okumu' s idiolect (and in light of the fact that 
Pattern I b forms in Wabala's idiolect do not acquire the same H). However, re
flexive data have not been collected from Wabala in all of the relevant melodic 
contexts, so it is not possible to provide an analysis of the tonal patterns of the re
flexive in Wabala' s idiolect. 

To conclude this section, we can note that the majority of the surface tonal 
patterns in Okumu's and Wabala's idiolects are identical, particularly in trisyl
labic and longer stems (which generally have the same surface tonal patterns in 
Tura and Khayo), but there are significant differences, too. Some of these differ
ences, such as the fact that Wabala renders potential rising tones into level Hs, are 
trivial and can be accounted by the simple addition of a rule to Wabala's tonal 
grammar. On the other hand, variants of the tonal patterns of eve V stems in 
Patterns 1, 2, and 4c after a H-toned prefix suggest that Wabala derives these 
forms with the same rules as in Khayo. For many of these same examples, Wa
bala also produced the form that is identical to the one produced by Okumu, but 
there are some contexts where Wabala produced only the Khayo form, such as 
melodic H on monosyllabic stems in Pattern 2a. At the time data was collected 
from Wabala, it was not known that Okumu and the Khayo speaker I would later 
collect data from would have only a single pronunciation of these forms, so I did 
not directly question Wabala on these differences (or on whether Pattern 2a forms 
could be pronounced with a melodic H). It is therefore difficult to tell whether 
any of these variants were production "errors", whether Wabala (subconsciously) 
code-switched between Khayo and Tura, or whether he has a grammar that pro
duces multiple grammatical forms. Differentiating among these interpretations 
and determining how the tonal grammars of other Tura speakers compare to 
Okumu and Wabala remain tasks for future research. 
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9. Conclusion. 

While there remain some questions concerning the proper interpretation of dialect 
variation, we have seen conclusively that the Tura tonal system has a large num
ber of tonal melodies that interact intricately with H-toned prefixes and the pros
ody of the verb stem to which they are mapped. The complex differences across 
the melodies have been accounted for here with a relatively simple analysis in 
which morphologically specific rules of Melodic H Assignment are parameterized 
to be sensitive (or not) to the absence or presence of a preceding H and by order
ing these rules with respect to other rules such as Object H Assignment and Dou
bling. 

10. Appendix. 

10.1 Pattern la 

(137) Present' he is ... ing' 
a[ly-a] 
a[pek-a] 
a[pukul-a] 
a[fuundix-a] 
a[lomalom-a] 
a[liingaal-aang-a] 

'eat' 
'shave' 
'take' 
'knot' 
'talk' 
'watch' 

(138) Present V-initial stems 'he is ... ing' 
y[ eemb-a] 'sing' 
y[eerux-a] 'run' 
y[ool-aang-a] 'arrive' 

(139) Present + OP 'he is ... ing him' 
a-mu[ry-a] 'fear' 
a-mu[pek-a] 'shave' 
a-mu[p ukul-a] 'take' 
a-mu[poolol-a] 'untie' 

a[nyw-a] 
a[teex-a] 
a[karaang-a] 
a[liingeer -a] 
a[karaang-aang-a] 
a[lomalom-aang -a] 

y[ool-a] [W] 
y[ aancfuk -a] 
y[ eexal-aang -a] 

a-mu[xw-a] 
a-mu[reep-a] 
a-mu[lexuul-a] 
a-mu[liingeer-a] 

'drink' 
'cook' 
'fry' 
'watch' 
'fry' 
'talk' 

, . , 
arrive 

'write' 
'sit' 

'pay dowry' 
'ask' 
'release' 
'watch' 
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(140) Present + OP disyllabic stems [W] 'he is .. .ing him' 
a-mu[pek-a] a-mu[plr-a] 
~ a-mu[pek-a] 'shave' ~ a-mu[pir-a] 
a-mu[166nd-a] 'follow' a-mu[reep-a] 

(141) Present + OP V-initial stems 'he is .. .ing him,28 
a-mw[aar-a] 'operate on' a-mw[iir-a] 
a-mw[iimb-lr-a] 'sing for' a-mw[aar-aang-a] 
a-mw[iimb-lr-aang-a] 'sing for' a-mw[aand'iik-lr-a] 

(142) Present + OP1sg [0] 'he is ... ing me' 
y-aa[ry-a] 'fear' y-aa[nzar-a] 
y-aa[ndeep-a] 'ask' y-aa[mbuku1-a] 
y-aa[ ndexuu1-a] 'release' y-aa[ siindlx-a] 
y-aa[ niingeer-a] 'watch' y-aa[ mbod66xan-a] 

(143) Present + OP1sg [W] 'he is ... ing me' 
y-aa[nzar-a] 'operate on' y-aa[niir-a] ~ y-aa[nzir-a] 
y-aa[ndeep-a] 'ask' y-aa[nyimb-lr-a] 
y-aa[mboo161-a] 'untie' y-aa[nyandiik-lr-a] 

(144) Present + 0 PRe/I [0] 'he is ... ing himself 
y-ee[ry-a] 'fear' y-ee[pek-a] 
y-ee[reep-a] 'ask' y-ee[y-imb-lr-a] 
y-ee[teex-er-a] 'cook for' y-ee[pek-aang-a] 
y-ee[karaang-lr-a] 'fry for' y-ee[kaangu1u1-a] 

'pass' 
'ask' 

'kill' 
'operate on' 
'write for' 

'operate on' 
'take' 
'push' 
'go around' 

'kill ' 
'sing for' 
'write for' 

'shave' 
'sing for' 
'shave' 
'untie' 

28 In some longer V -initial stems with an object prefix, the sequence of stem-initial fall followed 
by H may be more narrowly transcribed as a long level H followed by downstepped H. This 
phenomenon seems to be related to speech rate such that shorter stems pronounced more 
quickly seem to have a more nearly level H on the stem-initial syllable, and longer stems 
pronounced more slowly have a greater phonetic contour on the same syllable. For these rea
sons, and because any level H in this position derives from an earlier representation having a 
fall, we take leveling to be a phonetic effect here and provide a phonological transcription 
with H linked only to the initial mora of the long syllable, i.e. fall. 
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(145) Present + OPRefl [W] 'he (y-) is ... ing himself, 1 (nd-) am .. .ing myself 
y-ee[pek-a] 'shave' nd-ee[fw'iimb-a] 'cover' 
y-ee[teex-er-a] 'cook for' y-ee[karaang-lr-a] 'fry for' 
y-ee[kaangulul-a] 'untie' 

(146) Hesternal Perfective 'he ... ed' 
y-aa[l:{lre] 'eat' 
y-aa[teex-ere] 'cook' 
y-aa[pooI661-e] 'untie' 
y-aa[liingaal-lre] 'look' 

y-aa[kon-ere] 
y-aa[pukuul-e] 
y-aa[karaang-lre] 
y -aa[kaanguluul-e] 

(147) Hesternal Perfective V-initial stems' he ... ' 
y[eemb-ere] 'sang' y[aandiik-lre] 

(148) Hesternal Perfective + OP 'he ... ed him' 
y-aa-mu[ r:iire] 'fear' y-aa-mu[p ek -ere] 
y-aa-mu[reep-ere] 'ask' y-aa-mu[pukuul-e] 
y-aa-mu[reer-eer-e] 'bring for' y-aa-mu[saangaas:iis-y-e] 

(149) Hesternal Perfective + OP V-initial stems 'he ... ed him' 
y-aa-mw[aar-lre] 'operate on' y-aa-mw[iir-lre] 
y-aa-mw[iimb:iir-e] 'sing for' y-aa-mw[aandiik:iir-e] 

(150) Hesternal Perfective + OP]sg [0] 'he ... ed me' 
y-aa[r:iire] 'fear' y-aa[mbek-ere] 
y-aa[ndeep-ere] 'ask' y-aa[mbukuul-e] 
y-aa[ mbooI661-e] 'untie' y-aa[ ndexuul-lre] 
y-aa[ niingeer-ere] 'watch' y-aa[ mbod66xaan-e] 

(151) Hesternal Perfective + OPRefl [0] 'he ... ed himself 
y-ee[r:iire] 'fear' y-ee[pek-ere] 
y-ee[fwaal-lre] 'dressed' y-ee[teex-eere] 
y-ee[karaang:iir-e] 'fry for' y-ee[kaanguluul-e] 

(152) Hesternal Perfective + OPRefl [W] 'he ... himself 
y-ee[r:iire] 'feared' y-ee[pek-ere] 
y-ee[Y-lmb:iir-e] 'sang to' y-ee[teex-eere] 
y-ee[karaang:iir-e] 'fried for' y-ee[kaanguluul-e] 

'sleep' 
'take' 
'fry' 
'untie' 

'wrote' 

'shave' 
'take' 
'please' 

'kill ' 
'write for' 

'shave' 
'take' 
'release' 
'go around' 

'shave' 
'cook for' 
'untie' 

'shaved' 
'cooked for' 
'untied' 
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10.2 Pattern Ib 

(153) Immediate Past 'hejust ... ed' 
y-a-xa[ly-a] 'eat' 
y-a-xa[lol-a] 'see' 
y-a-xa[~ukul-a] 'take' 
y-a-xa[lexuul-a] 'let go' 
y-a-xa[liingeer-a] 'watch' 

y-a-xa[nyw-a] 
y-a-xa[ree~-a] 
y-a-xa[karaang-a] 
y -a -xa[ fuundix -a] 
y-a-xa[ fuundulux-a] 

(154) Immediate Past V-initial stems 'hejust ... ed' 
y-a-x[aar-a] 'operate' y-a-x[eemb-a] 
y-a-x[eexal-a] 'sit' y-a-x[aandiik-a] 

(155) Immediate Past + OP 'hejust ... ed him' 
y-a-xa-mu[ry-a] 'fear' y-a-xa-mu[~ek-a] 
y-a-xa-mu[ree~-a] 'ask' y-a-xa-mu[~ukul-a] 
y-a-xa-mu[lexuul-a] 'release' y-a-xa-mu[~oolol-a] 
y-a-xa-mu[liingeer-a] 'watch' y-a-xa-mu[karaang-'ir-a] 

(156) Immediate Past + OP V-initial stems' he just ... ed him' 
y-a-xa-mw[aar-a] [0] 'operate on' y-a-xa-mw[ilr-a] [0] 
y-a-xa'-mw[aar-a] [W] 'operate on' y-a-xa'-mw~ir-a] [W] 
y-a-xa-mw[iimb-'ir-a] 'sing for' y-a-xa-mw[aandiik-'ir-a] 

(157) Immediate Past + OPlsg [0] 'hejust ... ed me' 
y-a-xaa[ry-a] 'fear' y-a-xaa[nzar-a] 
y-a-xaa[niir-a] 'kill' y-a-xaa[ndee~-a] 
y-a-xaa[niind-a] 'wait for' y-a-xaa[mbukul-a] 
y-a-xaa[ mboolol-a] 'untie' y-a-xaa[ ndexuul-a] 
y-a-xaa[niingeer-a] 'watch' y-a-xaa[mbod66xan-a] 

(158) Immediate Past + OP1sg[W] 'hejust ... edme' 
y-a-xaa[nzar-a] 'operate on' y-a-xaa[niir-a] 
y-a-xaa[nyimb-'ir-a] 'sing for' y-a-xaa[mbukul-a] 

'drink' 
'ask' 
'fry' 
'knot' 
'unknot' 

'sing' 
'write' 

'shave' 
'take' 
'untie' 
'fry for' 

'kill' 
'kill' 
'write for' 

'operate on' 
'ask' 
'take' 
'release' 
'go around' 

'kill ' 
'take' 
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(159) Immediate Past + OPRetl 'hejust ... ed himselj'29 
y-a-x-ee[ry-a] [0] 'fear' y-a-x-ee[pek-a] 
y-a-x-ee[reep-a] [0] 'ask' y-a-x-ee[fuIriir-a] [0] 
y-a-x-ee[lexuul-a] [0] 'release' y-a-x-ee[teex-er-a] 
y-a-x -ee[y-asyaak -Ir-a] 'split for' 

(160) Near Future Negative' he will not ... ,30 

s-aa-Ia[ly-a] ta 'eat' s-aa-Ia[nyw-a] ta 
s-aa-Ia[kon-a] ta 'sleep' s-aa-Ia[teex-a] ta 
s-aa-Ia[pukul-a] ta 'take' s-aa-Ia[karaang-a] ta 
s-aa-Ia[fuundix-a] ta 'knot' s-aa-Ia[liingeer-a] ta 

(161) Near Future Negative V-initial stems' they will not ... ' 
Si-pa-l[aak-a] ta 'weed' Si-pa-l[eemb-a] ta 
Si-pa-l[eerux-a] ta 'run' Si-pa-l[aandiik-a] ta 

(162) Near Future Negative + OP 'they will not ... him' 
Si-pa-Ia-mu[ry-a] ta 'fear' Si-pa-Ia-mu[xw-a] ta 
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'shave' 
'stab' 
'cook for' 

'drink' 
'cook' 
'fry' 
'watch' 

,. , 
smg 

'write' 

'pay 

Si-pa-Ia-mu[pek-a] ta [0] 'shave' 
Si-pa-Ia-mu[pukul-a] ta 'take' 
Si-pa-Ia-mu[liingeer-a] ta 'watch' 

dowry' 
Si-pa-Ia-mu[reep-a] ta [0] 'ask' 
Si-pa-Ia-mu[siindix-a] ta 'push' 
Si-pa-Ia-mu[karaang-Ir-a] ta 'fry for' 

(163) Near Future Negative + OP disyllabic stems [W] 'they will not ... him' 
Si-pa-Ia-mu[pek-a] ta 'shave' Si-pa-Ia-mu[lol-a] ta 'see' 
Si-pa-Ia-mu[liind-a] ta 'wait for' Si-pa-Ia-mu[reep-a] ta 'ask' 

29 The H on the reflexive ee- sounds more like level H than fall in a few of these forms. This is 
likely a phonetic effect related to speech rate, delay of the H peak, or to the voicelessness of 
certain stem-initial consonants, as in the roots teex- 'cook' and karaang- 'fry'. 

30 Several of Wabala's pronunciations of these forms, particularly those with long verb stems, 
are not clear and are difficult to transcribe. A few examples with trisyllabic stems seem to be 
pronounced with a H from the tense prefix to the stem-final mora. A few other cases appear 
to be toneless from the tense prefix to the stem-final mora, as in Pattern 4c. These question
able forms are pronounced with sufficiently low amplitude that they should not be the basis 
of an analysis and should be re-elicited. There are a few examples, however, whose pronun
ciations are consistent with the relatively clear pronunciations of Okumu, having a toneless 
stem-initial syllable, followed by H on all subsequent moras. 
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(164) Near Future Negative + OP V-initial stems 'they will not ... him' 
sl-13a-la-mw[aar-a] ta [0] 'operate on' 
sl-13a-la-mw[iir-a] ta [0] 'kill' 
sl-13a-la-mw[aar-a] ta [W] 'operate on' 
sl-13a-la-mw[iir-a] ta [W] 'kill' 
sl-13a-la-mw[iimb-lr-a] ta 'sing for' 
sl-13a-la-mw[aandilk-lr-a] ta 'employ' 

(165) Remote Future' he will ... ' 
y-a-xa[fw-e] 'die' 
y-a-xa[13ek-e] 'shave' 
y-a-xa[13ukul-e] 'take' 
y-a-xa[13oolol-e] 'untie' 

y-a-xa[ly-e] 
y-a-xa[ ree13-e] 
y-a-xa[lexuul-e] 
y-a-xa[liingeer-e] 

(166) Remote Future disyllabic stems [W]' he will ... ' 
y-a-xa[13ek-e] ~ y-a-xa[13ek-e] 'shave' 
y-a-xa[im-e] ~ y-a-xa[xin-e] 'dance' 
y-a-xa[ree13-e] ~ y-a-xa[ree13-e] 'ask' 
y-a-xa[teex-e] ~ y-a-xa[teex-e] 'cook' 

(167) Remote Future V-initial stems' he will ... ' 
y-a-x[eemb-e] 'sing' y-a-x[eets-e] 
y-a-x[aamx-e] 'set out' y-a-x[aasyaak-e] 

(168) Remote Future + OP 'he will ... him' 
y-a-xa-mu[ry-e] 'fear' y-a-xa-mu[13ek-e] [0] 
y-a-xa-mu[ree13-e] 'ask' y-a-xa-mu[13ukul-e] 
y-a-xa-mu[teex-er-e] 'cook for' 
y-a-xa-mu[lexuul-e] 'release' 
y-a-xa-mu[liingeer-e] 'watch' 
y-a-xa-mu[13otooxan-e] 'go around' 

(169) Remote Future + OP disyllabic stems [W] 'he will ... him' 
y-a-xa-mu[13ek-e] 'shave' y-a-xa-mu[rem-e] 
y-a-xa-mu[fiind-e] ~ y-a-xa-mu[liind-e] 
y-a-xa-mu[ree13-e] ~ y-a-xa-mu[ree13-e] 

'eat' 
'ask' 
'release' 
'watch' 

'come' 
'split wood' 

'shave' 
'take' 

'chop' 
'wait for' 
'ask' 
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(170) Remote Future + OP V-initial stems 'he will ... him' 
y-a-xa-mw[aar-e] [0] 'operate on' y-a-xa-mw[ur-e] [0] 'kill' 
y-a-xa-mw[aar-e] [W] 'operate on' y-a-xa-mw[iir-e] [W] 'kill' 
y-a-xa-mw[iimb-'ir-e] 'sing for' y-a-xa-mw[aasyaak-'ir-e] 'split for' 

(171) Remote Future + OP1sg[0] 'he will ... me' 
y-a-xaa[ry-e] 'fear' y-a-xaa[mbek-e] 
y-a-xaa[ndee~-e] 'ask' y-a-xaa[mbukul-e] 
y-a-xaa[ mboolol-e] 'untie' y-a-xaa[ ndexuul-e] 
y-a-xaa[niingeer-e] 'watch' y-a-xaa[mbodooxan-e] 

(172) Remote Future + OPRe/1 [0] 'he will ... himself 
y-a-x-ee[ry-e] 'fear' y-a-x-ee[~ek-e] 
y-a-x-ee[ree~-e] 'ask' y-a-x-ee[fuillIr-e] 
y-a-x-ee[lexuul-e] 'release' y-a-x-ee[~oolol-e] 
y-a-x-ee[karaang-'ir-e] 'fry for' y-a-x-ee[kaangulul-e] 

(173) Remote Future + OPRe/dW] 'he will ... himself 
y-a-x-ee[~ek-e] ~ y-a-x-ee[~ek-e] 'shave' 
y-a-x-ee[poolol-e] 'untie' 
y-a-x-ee[karaang-'ir-e] 'fry for' 
y-a-x-ee[kaangulul-e] 'untie' 

(174) Remote Future Negative 'he will not ... ' 
Si-y-a-xa[ly-e] ta 'eat' Si-y-a-xa[ nyw-e] tii 
Si-y-a-xa[llm-e] ta 'dig' Si-y-a-xa[teex-e] ta 
Si-y-a-xii[xaliik-e] tii 'cut' Si-y-a-xa[kariiang-e] ta 
Si-y-a-xa[fuundix-e] ta 'knot' Si-y-a-xa[liingeer-e] ta 

(175) Remote Future Negative V-initial stems' he will not ... ' 
Si-y-a-x[iiak-e] tii 'weed' Si-y-a-x[eemb-e] ta 
Si-y-a-x[eerux-e] ta 'run' Si-y-a-x[aandiik-e] tii 

(176) Remote Future Negative + OP 'he will not ... him' 

'shave' 
'take' 
'release' 
'go 
around' 

'shave' 
'stab' 
'untie' 
'untie' 

'drink' 
'cook' 
'fry' 
'watch' 

'sing' 
'write' 

Si-y-a-xa-mu[ry-e] ta 'fear' Si-y-a-xa-mu[~ek-e] ta 'shave' 
Si-y-a-xa-mu[reep-e] ta 'ask' Si-y-a-xa-mu[lexer-e] ta 'forgive' 
Si-y-a-xa-mu[siindix-e] tii 'push' Si-y-a-xii-mu[karaiing-'ir-e] tii 'fry for' 
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(177) Remote Future Negative + OP disyllabic stems [W]'he will not ... him' 
si-y-a-xa-mu[pek-e] ta ~ si-y-a-xa-mu[pek-e] ta 'shave' 
si-y-a-xa-mu[161-e] ta 'see' 
si-y-a-xa-mu[tIind-e] ta ~ si-y-a-xa-mu[liind-e] ta 'wait for' 
si-y-a-xa-mu[reep-e] ta ~ si-y-a-xa-mu[reep-e] ta 'ask' 

(178) Remote Future Negative + OP V-initial stems 'he will ... him' 
si-y-a-xa-mw[aar-e] ta [0] 'operate on' 
si-y-a-xa-mw[i'ir-e] ta [0] 'kill' 
si-y-a-xa-mw[iimb-ir-e] ta 'sing for' 
si-y-a-xa-mw[aandiik-ir-e] ta 'write f.' 

(179) Remote Future Negative + OP VCV stems [W] 'he will not ... him' 
si-y-a-xa-mw[ aar-e] ta' operate on' si-y-a-xa-mw[iir-e] ta 'kill' 

(180) Remote Future Negative + OPRctl [0] 'he will not ... himself 
si-y-a-x-ee[ry-e] 'fear' si-y-a-x-ee[pek-e] 
si-y-a-x-ee[reep-e] 'ask' si-y-a-x-ee[lexer-e] 
si-y-a-x-ee[ fuunlx-e] 'cover si-y-a-x-ee[lexuul-e] 
si-y-a-x-ee[liingaal-e] 'watch' si-y-a-x-ee[y-andiik-ir-e] 

10.3 Pattern 2a 

(181) Present Negative' they are not ... ing' 
si-pa[ly-a] ta [0] 'eat' si-pa[nyw-a] ta [0] 
si-pa[ly-a] ta [W] 'eat' si-pa[nyw-a] ta [W] 
si-pa[tsex-a] ta 'laugh' si-pa[teex-a] ta 
si-pa[karaang-a] ta 'fry' si-pa[fuund'ix-a] ta 
si-pa[teex-an-ir-a] ta 'cook for e.o' s'i-pa[karaang-aang-a] ta 

(182) Present Negative V-initial' he is not .. .ing' 
si-y[aak-aang-a] ta 'weed' si-y[eemb-aang-a] ta 
si-y[eerux-aang-a] ta 'run' si-y[aandiik-aang-a] ta 

'shave' 
'forgive' 
'release' 
'write f.' 

'drink' 
'drink' 
'cook' 
'knot' 
'fry' 

'sing' 
'write' 
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(183) Present Neg. + OP [0] 'he is / they are not ... ing him / them,3! 
sl-~a-mu[ry-a] ta [0] 'fear' sl-~a-mu[~ek-a] ta [0] 
sl-~a-mu[ree~-a] ta [0] 'ask' s-aa-~a[~ukul-a] ta 
sl-~a-mu[lexuul-a] ta [0] 'release' sl-~a-mu[siindix-a] ta [0] 
s-aa-~a[~ukul-aang-a] ta 'take' sl-~a-mu[teex-er-aang-a] ta 
sl-~a-mu[liingeer-aang-a] ta [0] 'watch' 
sl-~a-mu[karaang-ir-aang-a] ta 'fry for' 

(184) Present Negative + OP V-initial 'they are not ... ing him' 
sl-~a-mwGir-aang-a] ta 'kill' sl-~a-mw[ook-aang-a] ta 
sl-~a-mwGimb-'ir-aang-a] ta 'sing for' 
sl-~a-mw[aandilk-ir-aang-a] ta 'write for' 

(185) Present Negative + OPJsg [0] 'he is not ... ing me' 
/ /[ d ] ,,/' //[ sl-y-aa n y-a eat sl-y-aa ry-a] 

sl'-y-aa[mbek-a] 'shave' sl'-y-aa[ndee~-a] 
sl!-y-aa[mbukul-a] 'take' sl'-y-aa[mboolol-a] 
sl'-y-aa[ ndexuul-a] 'release' sl'-y-aa[ mbotooxan-a] 

(186) Hesternal Perfective Negative [W] 'he did not ... ' 
sl-y-aa[l':iire] ta 'eat' sl-y-aa[kon-ere] ta 
sl-y-aa[ree~-ere] ta 'ask' sl-y-aa[karaang-ire] ta 
sl-y-aa[fuunaiix-e] ta 'knot' sl-y-aa[liingeer-ere] ta 

10.4 Pattern 3b 

(187) ImperativepJ 'you (PI) ... ! ') 
[ly-e] 'eat' [~ek-e] 
[ree~-e] 'ask' [~ukul-e] 
[karaang-e] 'fry' [fuunix-e] 
[saambuul-e] 'de-roof [lomalom-e] 

(188) ImperativepJ V-initial '(youpJ) ... ! ') 
[y-ak-e] 'weed' 
[y-andiik-e] 'write' 

[irux-e] 
[y-asyaak -e] 
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'shave' 
'take' 
'push' 
'cook for' 

'bathe' 

'fear' 
'ask' 
'untie' 
'go around' 

'sleep' 
'fry' 
'watch' 

'shave' 
'take' 
'cover' 
'talk' 

'run' 
, split' 

31 Some of these fOnTIS with the 3sg subject prefix a- sound like they have a level H followed by 
a downstepped H, i.e., saa'-mu-, which is likely a phonetic implementation effect. 
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10.5 Pattern 4b 

(J 89) Crastinal Future [0] 'he will ... ' 
n-aa[ly-e] 'eat' 
n-aa[pek-e] 'shave' 
n-aa[pukul-e] 'take' 
n -aa[ siindix -e] 'push' 
n-aa[podooxan-e] 'go around' 

n-aa[tsy-e] 
n -aa[ reep -e] 
n-aa[lexuul-e] 
n-aa[liingaal-e] 
n-aa[lomalom-e] 

(190) Crastinal Future + OP [0] 'he will ... him' 

'go' 
'ask' 
'release' 
'watch' 
'talk' 

n-aa-mu[ry-e] 'fear' n-aa-mu[pek-e] 'shave' 
n-aa-mu[reep-e] 'ask' n-aa-mu[pukul-e] 'take' 
n-aa-mu[lexuul-e] 'release' n-aa-mu[teex-er-e] 'cook for' 
n-aa-mu[karaang-ir-e] 'fry for' n-aa-mu[lomalom-er-e] 'talk for' 

(191) CrastinalFuture+ OP1sg[0] 'he will ... me' 
ni-y-aa[ry-e] 'fear' n-aa[niir-e] 
n-aa[reep-e] 'ask' n-aa[mbukul-e] 
n-aa[ ndexuul-e] 'release' n-aa[ mboolol-e] 
n-aa[ riiingeer-e] 'watch' n-aa[ mbotooxan-e] 

(192) Crastinal Future + OP V-initial stems [0] 'he will ... him' 

'kill' 
'take' 
'untie' 
'go around' 

n-aa-mw[aar-e] 'operate on' n-aa-mwUimb-ir-e] 'sing for' 
n-aa-mw[aandiik-e] 'employ' n-aa-mw[aasyaak-ir-e] 'split for' 

(193) Crastinal Future + OPRefdO] 'he will .,. himself 
ni-y-ee[ry-e] 'fear' ni-y-ee[pek-e] 
ni-y-ee[reep-e] 'ask' ni-y-ee[fumir-e] 
ni-y-ee[lexuul-e] 'release' ni-y-ee[p66101-e] 
ni-y-ee[rtingeer-e] 'watch' ni-y-ee[karaang-ire] 

(194) Imperativep! 'you (PI) ... !' 
mU[ly-e] 'eat' 
mu[pek-e] 'shave' 
mu[pukul-e] 'take' 
mu[ saambul-e ] 'de-roof' 

mu[nyw-e] 
mu[reep-e] 
mu[kanlimg-e] 
mu[lomalom-e] 

'shave' 
'stab' 
'untie' 
'fry for' 

'drink' 
'ask' 
'fry' 
'talk' 
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(195) Imperativepl V-initial stems 'you (PI) ... !' 
mw[ aak-e] [0] 'weed' mw[iits-e] [0] 
mw[ aarnx -e ] 'set out' mw[ aasyiiiik -e] 

(196) Imperativepl VCV stems [W] 'you (PI) ... !' 
mw[aak-e] 'weed' mwCIlmb-e] 

(197) Imperativepl + OP 
mu-mu[xw-e] 
mu-mu[reep-e] 
mu-mu[lexuul-e] 
mu-mu[llingeer-e] 

, (PI) h· I' you ... 1m. 
'pay dowry' 
'ask' 
'release' 
'watch' 

mu-mu[pek-e] 
mu-mu[lesher-e] 
mu-mu[teex-er-e] 
mu-mu[p6tooxan-e] 

(198) Imperativepl + OP V-initial 'you (PI) ... him!' 
mu-mwUir-e] 'kill' mu-mwCIlmb-ir-e] 
mu-mw[iiiindiik-ir-e] 'write for' 

(199) Imperativepl + OPRef,[O] ' ... yourselves!' 
mw-ee[ry-e] 'fear' mw-ee[pek-e] 
mw-ee[reep-e] 'ask' mw-ee[fumir-e] 
mw-ee[lexuul-e] 'release' mw-ee[p66l01-e] 
mw-ee[karaang-ir-e] 'fry for' mw-ee[kaiingulul-e] 

(200) Imperativepl + OPRefl [W] ' ... yourselves!' 
mw-ee[pek-e] 'shave' mw-ee[reep-e] 
mw-ee[lexuul-e] 'release' mw-ee[p66101-e] 
mw-ee[kiiraang-ir-e] 'fry for' mw-ee[kiiiingulul-e] 

10.6 Pattern 4c 

(201) Hesternal Perfective Negative [0] 'he did not ... ' 
si-y-a[l-iire] tii 'eat' si-y-a[kon-ere] tii 
si-y-a[teex-ere] tii 'cook' si-y-a[karaang-ire] til 
si-y-a[fuundiix-e] ta 'knot' si-y-a[liingeer-ere] tii 

(202) Hesternal Perfective Negative V-initial [0] 'he did not ... ' 
si-y[eemb-ere] tii 'sing' si-y[eexaal-e] tii 
si-y[ aandiik-ire] tii 'write' si-y[ eePiiriir-e] ta 
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'come' 
'split' 

,. , 
smg 

'shave' 
'forgive' 
'cook for' 
'go around' 

'sing for' 

'shave' 
'stab' 
'untie' 
'untie' 

'ask' 
'untie' 
'untie' 

'sleep' 
'fry' 
'watch' 

'sit' 
'forget' 
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(203) Hesternal Perfective Negative + OP [0] 'he did not ... him' 
sl-y-a-mu[r-lire] ta 'fear' sl-y-a-mu[~ek-ere] ta 
sl-y-a-mu[ree~-ere] ta 'ask' sl-y-a-mu[~ukuul-e] ta 
sl-y-a-mu[lexuul-ire] ta 'release' sl-y-a-mu[teex-eer-e] ta 
sl-y-a-mu[rlingaal-ire] ta 'watch' 

'shave' 
'take' 
'cook for' 

(204) Hesternal Perfective Negative + OP V-initial [0] 'he did not ... him' 
sl-y-a-mwriirir-e] ta 'kill' sl-y-a-mwriimb-iir-e] ta 'sing for' 
sl-y-a-mw[aandiik-ire] ta 'employ' 

(205) Hesternal Perfective Negative + OPRe(1 [0] 'he did not ... himself 
sl-y-e[r:iire] ta 'fear' sl-y-e[~ek-ere] ta 'shave' 
sl-y-e[ fwaal-ire] ta 'dress' sl-y-e[ fumiir-e] ta 'stab' 
sl-y-e[~661001-e] ta 'untie' sl-y-e[lexuul-ire] ta 'release' 
sl-y-e[riingaal-ire] ta 'watch' sl-y-e[y-andiik-iir-e] ta 'write for' 

(206) Hodiernal Perfective Negative 'he did not ... ,32 

s-aa[l-iire] ta 'eat' s-aa[kon-ere] ta 
s-aa[ree~-ere] ta 'ask' s-aa[teex-ere] ta [0] 
s-aa[~ukuul-e] ta [0] 'take' s-aa[karaang-ire] ta 
s-aa[ fuundiix-e] ta 'knot' s-aa[liingeer-ere] ta 

'sleep' 
'cook' 
'fry' 
'watch' 

(207) Hodiernal Perfective Negative V-initial stems [0] 'he did not ... ' 
sl-y[eemb-ere] ta 'sing' sl-y[eexaal-e] ta 'sit' 
sl-y[aasyaak-ire] ta 'split' sl-y[ee~iriir-e] ta 'forget' 

(208) Hodiernal Perfective Negative + OP [0] 'they did not ... him' 
sl-~a-mu[r-lire] ta 'fear' sl-~a-mu[~ek-ere] ta 
sl-~a-mu[ree~-ere] ta 'ask' sl-~a-mu[~ukuul-e] tii 
sl-~a-mu[Iiingeer-ere] ta 'watch' sl-~a-mu[karaang-iir-e] ta 

'shave' 
'take' 
'fry for' 

32 These forms were collected once from Wabala. The elicited examples have the same stem 
tone patterns as Okumu, but the tone on the prefix sounds inexplicably like level H and not 
the expected falling tone from underlying H+0. 
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(209) Hodiernal Perfective Neg. + OP V-initial [0] 'they did not ... him' 
Si-pa-mwUir-ire] ta 'kill' Si-pa-mwCIimb-iir-e] ta 'sing for' 
Si-Pa-mw[aandiik-ire] ta 'employ' 

(210) Hodiernal Perfective Negative + OPRetl [0] 'he did not ... himself 
Si-y-ee[r:iire] ta 'fear' Si-y-ee[pek-ere] ta 'shave' 
Si-y-ee[reep-ere] ta 'ask' Si-y-ee[fumiir-e] ta 'stab' 
Si-y-ee[p661001-e] ta 'untie' Si-y-ee[lexuul-ire] ta 'release' 
Si-y-ee[(iingaal-ire] ta 'watch' Si-y-ee[y-i'mdiik-iir-e] ta 'write for' 
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